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OHAPTER I 
PRESIDENTIAL RESTORATION 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the history of 
the Negro vote in Mississippi trom 1865 to 1952, and thus to note 
the rise and tall of Negro political activity within that state. 
InasmuCh as this story begins at the time ot the collapse ot the 
Confederacy and the attempted restoration ot the southern states 
to the union under presidential tutelage, it is necessary, tirst, 
to recall the relationship of Mississippi to the tederal govern-
Iment just then, and to review the most important ot those problems 
whiCh had to be taced without delay. 
According to Lincoln, the southern states had never been out 
of the Union, but had merely been in a state ot insurrection. l 
Theretore, with the failure ot that insurrection, the obviously 
proper course was for the president, as expeditiously and simply 
as possible, to restore the recently rebellious areas to their 
proper relationship to the Union. However, there were complicating 
factors: the slaves had been freed or were in the process ot being 
tz-eed. and a segment of northern opinion demanded that the freedmen 
lJohn G. Nicola y and John Hay, eds •• Abraham Lincoln: Oomplete 
~orks. Com)2risi!l,S His Speeches, Letters" S'Eate Papers ana Miscel-
~neous 'WritIngs (lew tork, 192d,. XX, b12. ---
1 
2 
be granted civil r~ts, and, for their own protection, be allowed 
to vote. 
The Emancipation proclamation, a wartime measure of questioned 
constltutionality,2 bad been directed against only those areas 
still in rebellion against the central authorIty January 1, 1863. 
It could not be enforced until those states were brought once 
again under federal control. To remove all questIon ot constitu-
tionality and to effect freedom in those sections exempted from 
the provisions of the Proclamation, Lincoln then urged emancip~­
tion by state action.3 Later, as a final and complete m~asure, 
the T.h1rteenth Amendment was to be proposed, passed, and submitted 
to the states for ratifIcation. Thus, the southern states, in the 
process of presidential restoration, had to determine their atti-
tude, first, toward emancipation, and then towards the granting ot 
civil rIghts to and the enfranchisement ot the freedmen. It is in 
regard to the attempted solution of these matters in M1ss~ssippi 
that we are immediately concerned. 
Lincoln's attitude toward Negro suffrage can be ascertained 
only partially. In lBS8 Ethelbert Barksdale4 quoted Lincoln as 
2Ibid., 402-403. 
3James Ford Rhodes, H1storz £t !2! United States (New York, 
1904), IV, 213. 
4Barksdale is best known as a member of the first Congress of 
the Contederate states in wbieh he served as a representative from 
MissiSSippi. He was also editor of the Jackson Clarion. 
"I 
3 
baving said: "I am not, and have never been, in favor of bringing 
about, in any torm, the social and political equality of the White 
and black races."S Yet he expressed the desire that capable 
Negroes be permitted the privilege ot the franchise. The expresaur. 
ot this opinion is contained in a letter to Governor Michael Hahn6 
ot Louisiana, written on March 13, 18641 
Now you are about to have a convention whiCh ••• will prob-
ably detine the elective franchise. I barely suggest, tor 
your private consideration, whether some ot the colored 
people may not be let in, as, tor instance, the very intel-
ligent, and especially those who have fought gallantly in 
our ranks. !hey would probably help in some trying time to 
come, to keep the jewel ot liberty within the family ot 
freedom. But this is only a suggestion, not to the public, 
but to you alone.7 
It was against this background that Charles Clark, the last ot 
the Contederate Governors ot Mississippi, decided that the proper 
thing to do was to issue a call tor a meeting of the state legis-
lature to urge the people to accEPt the results ot the wa~ and to 
discuss the steps necessary to reinstate MissiSSippi in the Union. 
On May 20th, 1865 the legislature met in Jackson, the state capi-
tol. The Governor sent the legislature a message in which he 
recommended the calling of a constitutional convention, the repeal. 
ing of the ordinances ot secession, the remodeling ot the state 
constitution, and the appointing ot a committee to consult with the 
5Ethelbert Barksdale, "Reconstruction in Mississippi," ~l the 
SolId South? (BaltImore, 1890), 344. Lincoln's quotation, owever, 
Is not documented in Barksdale's work. 
6M1Ohael Hahn had been appointed Provisional Governor during 
the time that Louisiana was in the process ot restoration. 
7Nicolay and Hay, 496. 
4 
President on the restoration of the state. The legislature was 
forced to adjourn without taking action because of a military 
threat. General Osband, the commander ot a brigade of Negro troops 
stationed in Jackson, threatened to arrest its members if they 
attempted to exercise the functions ot a law-making body. The 
legislature dld, however, plan a convention to be held on July 3.8 
This gathering never materialIzed. 
In JUly, 1865, JUdge William L. Sharkey, recently appointed by 
President Johnson as Provisional Governor ot Mississippi, ordered 
an election to be held the 6th of August tor delegates to a state 
convention scheduled tor the 14th of the same month.9 This con-
vention was to be the first to be held in the state in keeping with 
the President t s restoration program, and was composed of "that por-
tion ot the people ot said State Who [were] loyal to the united 
states and no others ••• "10 Two problems ot importance to the 
entire South were to be decided upon: tirst, the questio~or the 
recognition ot the abolition of slavery, and second, the position 
under the law which the freedman was thereafter to occupy. 
This was the situation in MissisSippi when President Johnson 
had been in office a sufficient length of time to formulate a 
80unbar Rowland. The south in the Building ot the Nation 
(Jackson, 1925), II, ~. - - --
9Robert Bowman, "Reconstruction in Yazoo County," PUblications 
lfa:~e M1ssisslE~1 Historical Societz, VII (Jackson, IIss., 1903' 
JLoq.l~bar Rowland, Histoty £! MiasissiEpi (Jackson, 1925), II, 
progl'am of his own and to cause his influence to be tel t. In gen-
eral, he adopted a restoration policy quite similar to Linooln's, 
but, in some respects, a more stringent and exacting one. However, 
in regard to some basic problems, his viewpoint was not at first 
clear. His attitude towards two ot these problems, emanoipation 
and Negro-suffrage, was tinally clar1~1ed in a letter addressed to 
Governor Sharkey, dated August 15, 1865. 
I hope that without delay your convention will amend your 
state oonst1tution, abolishing slavery and denying to all 
future Legislatures the power to legislate that there is 
property in man: also that they will adopt the amendment 
to the Const1tution of the United states abolishing slav-
ery, It you could extend the elective tranchise to all 
persona ot color who can read the Constitution ot the 
United states in Eng11sh and write the1r names, and to all 
persons ot oolor who own real estates valued at not less 
than two hundred and fitty dollars and pay taxes thereon, 
you would completely disarm the adversary and set an e~ 
ple the other States will tollow, This you can do with 
perfeot safety, and you would thus place Southern states 
in reference to tree persons of color upon the same basiS 
with the tree states •••• And as a consequence, the rad .... 
icals, who are wild upon negro franchise, will be co~ 
pletely toiled in their attempts to keep the Southe~ 
states trom renewing their relations to the union by not 
aocepting their Senators and Representatives. l 
The convention referred to in the quotation above was the one 
Which began 1ts sessions on August 14. By way ot an answer, the 
delegates favored acquiescing in the freeing of the slaves as pro-
vided for in the Emancipation Proclamation, even though the member 
doubted its legality.12 Johnson's suggestion in regard to the 
llwa1ter L. Fleming, Documentarz Hist0tl ot Reconstruction (Cleveland, 19(6), I, 11',," citing Presiden J'01ihson"s lerEer to 
Governo~ William Sharkey, August 15, 1865. 
12Rowland. History of MissiSSippi, II, 112, 
6 
franchise does not appear from the published debates to have re-
ceived any attention. Before the end of August Governor Sharkey 
reported to the President that the application of this idea would 
be impossible in Mississippi. l ) It is highly probable that the 
sentiment of the convention was against political rights for the 
Nepe in any torm.14 
In the meantime, a tew of the treedmen ot the state had alreadl 
became interested in their possible political rights. In June, 
1865. betore the all-white election ot delegates to the abortive 
constitutional convention ot that month, a number ot Negroes had 
gathered in a mass meeting at Vicksburg and had drawn up resolu-
tions condemning the exc~usion of loyal citizens from the election. 
They had appealed to Oongress to refuse to readmit MiSSissippi 
until she voluntarily entranchised the freedmen. l 5 The immediate 
hopelessness ot their pOSition was soon to be revealed. 
The constitutional convention ot August 14 also proviQed tor 
state elections to take place October 2, 1865. Benjamin G. Hum-
phl:-ies was one ot the three candidates nominated ror governor. He 
won 'i;he election largely on an "opposition to Negro testimony" 
baSis, and was inaugurated on October 16 at the State House in 
l3vernon Lane Wharton, The NI~' in MississiP,l?i, 1862-1820, 
edt A. R. Newsome (Chapel H'n"r, );-140. 
14James Wilford Garner, Iteconstruction !E }~issisaippi (New 
York, 1901), 109. 
l5John Sey.more McNeily, ~ar and Reconstruction in Mississippi' 
P~, II (Jackson, 1918), 298. 
7 
Jackson. He took otfice in conjunction with a newly chosen legis-
lature wh1eh was to be the last elected by an exclusively all-white 
vote until after Reoonstruction was overthrown.16 
On the twentieth day ot the month Humphries . sent a message to 
the state legislature in which he declared that the people ot Mis-
sissippi,.under the pressure ot Federal bayonets and misdirected 
world opinion, had 4cquiesced in the abolition of slavery and had 
taken upon themselves the duty ot providing for the security of 
the freedmen and ot guarding them against the evils that might 
arise trom their sudden emancipation.17 "The negro is tree, wheth. 
er we like it or not. we must realize that taot now and forever. 
To be tree, however, does not make him a citizen, or entitle him 
to social or political equality with the white man. a18 This state-
ment is noteworthy in view of the tact that the President had made 
it clear that civil, as well as political rights, were ,a part ot 
his policy of restoration. But obviously, Mississippi wa~ unwill-
ing to acoept the President's recommendations. And as it turned 
out, Oongress proved equally as unwilling, but tor different 
The parting of the ways between Johnson and the Radical fac-
tion ot Congress, developed immediately after the delivery of his 
16RoWland, Histo£Y £! MissiSSippi, II, 116. 
17Gal'ller, 111. 
lSF1&ming, Documentart Hlsto~, I, 251, citing Gov. Humphries' message to the Disslsslpp state egislature, october 20, 1865. 
8 
message of December 4, 186$ to the national legislature in Which 
he revealed his position regarding Negro suffrage and related mat-
tersl 
Every danger of conflict is avoided when the settlement 
of the question is referred to the several states. They 
can each for itself decide on the measure, and whether 
it is to be adopted at once and absolutely, or introduced 
generally and with conditions. In my judgment the freed-
men, it they show patience and manly virtues, will sooner 
obtain partiCipation in the elective franchise through 
the states than through the general government, even if 
it; had the power to intervene. 
When the tumult ot passion that bas been raised by 
the suddenness ot the social change has subsided, it may 
prove that they will receive the kindliest usage from 
some of those on whom they have hithertotore most olosely 
depended. But while I have no doubt that now, after the 
clos. of the war, it 1s not compatible for the general 
government to extend the elective tranchise in the sev-
eral states, it is equally clear that good faith requires 
the .ecuritr of the freedmen in their liberty and their 
propertI, their right to claim the just reward ot their 
labor.1f.} 
The new southern state legislatures, brought into being as a 
result of the presidential program, inadvertently aided the Rad-
• ica18 in the overthrow of the easy executive plan of restoration 
and in the triumph of the harsh Radioal plan of reoonstruotion. 20 
This was done, in part, through the enactment ot the Blaok Codes 
whioh represented the initial efforts of the southern whites to 
fit the freedmen into the social, econom1c and civil pattern of 
that area. Of necessity, the Codes restrioted the libert1es of 
19Rowland, History ~ Mi~sissippi, II, 126. 
20charles s. Mangum, Jr., The Lesal status ot the Negro 
(Chapel Hill, 1940), p. 373. - - -
9 
the Negroes. These codes were misrepresented by the Radicals in 
their determination to undermine and overthrow the executive pro-
gram. Consequently, reconstruotion was carried out according to 
the plans of Congress. All those who had participated actively 1n 
the rebellion, including the majority of the southern whites, were 
disfranchised. At the same time, the political field was opened 
to the Negroes. 21 This situation made worse an animosity long 
existent between two groups, colored and white, a situation illus-
trated by the following statement: 
The slaves ot large owners looked down upon non-slave 
owners because they did not own slaves) ••• this has pro-
duced hostility between the mass ot the whites and the 
Negroes. The outrages are mostly trom non-slaveholding 
whites against the negro, and from the negro upon the 
non-slaveholding whites. The negro will vote with the 
late master, whom he does not hate, rather than with the 
non-slaveholding white, whom he does hate. Universal 
suffrage will create another war, not against us, but a 
war of races.22 
The d1ffioulties of the situation were oomplex. The North 
• believed that the political administration of the southern states 
must be brought into conformity with its interpretation ot the 
democratic ideals of the Constitution. The South contended that 
where a choice must be made between civilization and democracy, 
2100 ldwin Smith, The United States, An Outline of Political 
Historz (New York, 18~, JOO. -- --
22Hon. Edward McPherson, The Political Historz of Reconstruc-
tion (Washington, D. C., l871~9, G. t. stearns IntervIewed 
President Johnson on October ), 18b$. This is Stearns' account ot 
the int erview. 
10 
oivi1ization must supersede. The North asserted that the freed-
men could not protect themselves unless they were given the ballotJ 
the South, in turn, answered that it was not the protection of the 
Negro, but the protection or society itse1r which must come first. 
The South was weak and the North was strong. Consequently, the 
will of the North was to prevail, at least temporari1y.23 
In November of 1866 the voters of the Union were to give to the 
Radicals a clear majority in Congress. Henoe--this faction was 
able later to move rapidly in the direction of the overthrow of 
presidential restoration and the pushing through of congressional 
reoonstruotion. MisSissippi, as well as her sister states, had 
accepted the Thirteenth Amendment as a required part of the execu-
tive program, but had refused to extend to the rreedmen civil and 
political rights. Henoe, all were faced with a vindiotive program, 
designed by the Radicals, whioh would ~uarantee the Negro, civil 
rights, give him the right to vote, and place him in political oon-
trol of the states, militarily occupied, in which a majority of 
the wh1tes were disfranohised. One of the least of the legacies 
of this period ot militarr rule was worsened race relations, the 
seeds of which had already been planted. 
23Edgar Gardner Murphy, Problems of the Present South (New 
York, 1905), 190-191. -- ---
CHAPl'ER II 
THE UNDOING OF RESTORATION ArID THE 
BEGINNING OF RECONSTRUCTION 
When Johnson became President, Congress was not in session 
and it was not scheduled to reconvene until December, 1865. He 
refused to call it into special session, as some desired, because 
he wished to complete the program ot southern restoration without 
its interterence. As Lincoln had been, he' was convinced that the 
solving of the southern problem was an executive matter, not a 
legislative one. It is due to these circumstances that when the 
Thirty-ninth Oongress did oonvene, all the ex-Contederate states, 
except Texas, had completed the process of re-establishing civil 
government in keeping with the presidential directives. l • New 
state and federal otticials had been chosen, and the newly elected 
Senators and Representatives were merely awaiting national legis-
lative confimation betore taking their seats in Congress. 
The simplest course tor the Thirty-ninth Oongress to have 
tollowed, would have been to accept Lincoln's basic restoration 
lFrancls Butler Stmklns, The South Old and New (New York. 
1947),178. - ---
11 
---
12 
policy, to approve the additional steps taken by Johnson, and then 
to complete the process of restoratlon.2 This last could have bee~ 
effected throt~h the acceptance of the Senators and Representatives 
from the reorgan1zed states, the admission of the states to the 
Electoral College, and the re-establishment ot state and federal 
relations. 
However, as prev.lously seen, Congress was ooming to be domina-
ted more and more by those who insisted upon the reassertion ot 
legislative prerogative. The executive prog~ was too soft, Con-
gress must either have a voice in the matter, or preferably, take 
over control of the program completely.) At this time, the Repub-
licans of Congress were divided into three major groups, the Oon-
servatb'es, the Moderates and the Radlcals.4 The Democratic minor-
ity hardly oounted. The Conservatives, \v.no were somewhat "moderatE" 
in their viewpOint, advocated additions to the changes already 
realized whereby the Negro might be granted civil rights ~nd where-
by the representation of those states Which denied sufrrage to the 
freedmen might be proportionately reduced. The Moderates and the 
Democratic minority, for the most part, supported the presidential 
2Walter Lynwood Fleming, !h! Sequel 2£ Appomattoy. (New Haven, 
1919), 120. 
3Charles Ernest Chadsey, Ph.D., "The Struggle Between Johnson 
and Congress Over Reoonstruction," Studies in Historz, Economics 
~ Public ~, VIII (New York, 1896~1898), ;0. 
4Fleming, Sequel, 121-122. ! 
---
13 
program.> The Radioals, on the other hand, planned to destroy com-
pletely the state governments set up under Lincoln and Johnson and 
to oreate new governments on the basis of Negro suffre.ge and the 
disfranohisement of numerous wh1tes. 6 Completed presidential res-
toration would make impossible that control of Congress by the 
Rad1ca1s upon whioh they were determined. Thaddeus stevens said 
that "If impartial suffrage [by which he meant Negro suffrage undel 
oarpetbag oontro~ 1s exo1uded in the rebel States the~ every one 
of them is sure to send a solid rebel representative delegation to 
Congress to vote."7 The Radicals were determined to prevent the 
South from returning to the Union as a Demooratic controlled area. 
In the implementation of their program the Radicals appointed 
a Joint Committee of Fifteen, oonsisting of six Senators and nine 
Representatives, under the leadership of Thaddeus Stevens of the 
House and Charles Sumner of the Senate, whioh was to discuss pro-
posals and reco~~end polic1es pertaining to th~ plan of ~eoon­
struction.8 Three Democrats~ one Senator and two Representatives, 
were members of the COmmittee, but the decisions reaohed naturally 
ref1eoted the opinion of the Republican luajority. The initial 
$Ibid., 122. 
-~oward K. Beale, !h! Critical ~ (New York, 1930), 194. 
7u. s. Congress, Cong~essi~nal Globe, 39th Cong., 1st Sess., 
June 4, 1866 (Wash1ngton, 1866J, 2938-2939. 
8S1mkins, 181. 
--
report submitted by this group June 18, 1866, consisted of the 
following main points: 
1. Reconstruction belonged to Congress. 
14 
2. The President.s previously formed southern state govern-
ments were illegal. 
3. 'I'm Fourteenth Amendment, which had already been approved 
by both Houses ot Congress, should be presented to the states for 
ratiflcation.9 
Inasmuch as the problem ot the overthrow of the executive p1ar 
of restoration and the substitution therefor of an, as yet. unfor-
mulated congressional plan of reconstruction required time and 
planning, the Radicals turned their attention, first, to the con-
troversial Fourteenth Amendment. This Amendment had had its ori-
gina, in part, in the Civil Rights Aot of 1866 whioh had been 
passed by Congress, vetoed by the President, and then repassed ovel 
his veto.10 It had been properly named "An Act to protec~ all per-
sons in the United States in their Civil Rights, and furnish the 
means of their Vindication." It had offered the first federal 
statutory definition of citizenship and l~d asserted an extensive 
right of federal interference in state matters. l1 The prinCipal 
9Edward McPherson, A Political Manual for 1866 (Washington, 
D.C., 1866), 93. -
lOIbid., 74-80. 
11Jabez L. Curry, .!h! Southern States 2£.. ~ American Union, 
(New York, 1895), 222. 
15 
argument presented in Congress in its behalf was that the Negroes 
needed federal assistance to protect their rights. Johnson had 
denounced and vetoed the bill on the grounds that the subject mat-
ter contained therein was state business, and that it violated botl 
the legislative and judicial rights of the state. Actually, the 
Constitution, as then interpreted, prohibited Congress from inter-
fering in such fundamental state matters, and state authority in 
such fields was accepted as being supreme.12 
The Fourteenth Amendment, as already approved by both Houses, 
contained many provisions with some of which we need not be con-
cerned. Its first three sections, however, are pertinent to this 
paper inasmuch as they dealt with the subject of citizenship and a 
prohibition upon the states preventing them from denying equal pro-
tection of the law to new citizens; with the question of suffrage 
whereby the states were rewarded if they granted the franchise to 
the Negro and penalized if they refused to do SOl and wit~ the mat-
ter of the disqualification of ex-Confederates for holding office. 
The heart of the Civil Rights Bill was included in Section I 
which revolved about the definition of a citizen: "All persons 
born or naturalized in the United states, and subject to the juris-
diction thereof, are citizens of th~ United States and of the State 
wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law Which 
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the Un1tE~ 
12McPherson, ~olitical Manual, 78. 
16 
states) nor shall any State deprive any person of life_ liberty, or 
property, without due process of law, nor deny to any person withir 
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. rt13 . Hence, all 
Negroes born or naturalized in the United states were to become 
federal and state citizens with certain guaranteed rights, if this 
amendment were ratified. Radical Senator Lyman Trumbull of Illi-
noiS, who had been the author of the Civil Rights Bill, said that 
the inclusion of this section was made necessary because of the 
failure of the states to recognize the rights it provided for.14 
:The tact that the Mississippi legislature at first rejected the 
amendment indicates that the whites of the state were apparently 
hardly any more in sympathy with the principles of this section 
than they were with those of the others.15 
The second section dealt with the all important question of 
Negro suffrage, but its moderation reflects the tact that the Radi-
cals were not as yet secure in their control ot Congress and public 
• 
support and that several of the northern states had not as yet 
granted the ballot to the Negro, It provided: 
-
Representatives shall be apportioned among the several 
states according to their respective numbers, counting 
the whole number of persons in each state, excluding 
Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any 
eleotion for the choice of electors for President and 
13united states Constitution, Article XIV, Section 1. 
14James G. Randall, Civil ~ !E£ Reconstruction (Chicago, 
1937), 735. 
15Fleming, Se<luel, 85. 
---
17 
Vice President of the United States, representatives in 
Congress, the executive and judicial officers of a state, 
or the members ot the legislature thereof, is denied to 
any of the male inhabitants of such state, being twenty-
one years of age, and citizens of the United S'ta'tes, or 
in any way abridge, except for partiCipation in rebellion, 
or other crime, the basis ot representation therein shall 
be reduced in thtJ proportion which the number of such male 
citizens shall bear to the whole numbe160f male citIzens twenty-one years of age in such state. 
Obviously, the Reconstruction leaders were not as yet willing to 
write Negro suffrage unequivocally into the Consti tution.17 The 
three-fittha ratio tvr determining proportional representation con-
tained in the Constitution proper had been eliminated as a result 
of the Thirteenth Amendment.18 Thus, the Fourteenth provided that 
representation was thereafter to depend upon the degree to which 
each state enfranchised its eligible oitizens.There were both re-
wards and penalties. In regard to rewards, it was provided that a 
state which gave the ballot to the Negro would receive credit for 
its total population in determining its proportional representa-
tion.19 In regard to penalties, the authors of the Amendment did 
not express exactly what they intended in the wording of this sec-
tion. What they should have said was that representation would be 
reduced it the ~oting privilege were denied because of !!£!, colo~ 
l6Uhited states Constitution, Article XIV, Section 2. 
17Rowland, South!!:. ih!. Buildins 2!. !h! Nation, II, 431. 
18Henry Minor, The Story of the Democratic partz, (New York, 
1928), 29$. - - - - -
19united States Constitution, Article XIV, Seotion 2. 
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or 12revlous c9nditlon .2! aarvitude. 20 Instead, they said that 
representation would be reduced if the suffrage were denied to any 
male inhabitants, twenty-one years of age, and citizens, except f02 
participation in rebellion or other crime.21 
Section II was based primarily upon the idea that political 
power in the Union should rest only upon that portion ot the peopl. 
of each state which was regarded as tit to exercise such power. 
The section had a two-told purpose. The first was that the South 
was not to be allowed actually to benefit from the war's outcome 
and enjoy increased representation due to the emancipation of the 
slaves and the automatic elimination of the three-fifths ratio, 
unless 1 t enfranchised the freedman. The second was that an actua~ 
induoement was held out to the states .to make it to their politic~ 
advantage to giTe the ballot to the Negro and thus increase their 
representation. Behind it all, however, was the realization that 
the grateful freedman would vote Republican and that the farty 
would therefore be the chief beneficiary of such a pollcy.22 
Mississippi could not be won over by such inducements or frightenec 
by such penalties, for when tree to express her own will, she re-
jected the amendment.23 
20Mangum, 379. 
21United States ;Constitution, Article XIV, Section 2. 
22Beale, 206. 
23McPherson, Political Hlstorl of Reconstruction, 194. cites 
these figures. Sen&~e, Jan, jO, 18 7;-ye&s 6, nays' 27. 
House, Jan. 25, 1867, yeas 0, nays 88. 
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Having dealt with the matters of citizenship and civil rights, 
and with the franchise, the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment 
next turned their attention to the question of southern leadership. 
Were those who had led the South into secession and who had organ-
ized and guided the Confederacy to be allowed to remaIn In the seat~ 
ot power? They were the acoepted southern leaders, and the people 
ot that section would, no doubt, again elect them to orfice, both 
state and tederal. The decisIon was that disabIlities must be 
placed upon these ex-Confederates, at least temporarily. Section 
III thus providedt 
No person shall be a senator or representatIve in Congress, 
or elector or President mld Vice President, or hold &nJ 
ottice, civIl or milItary, under the United States, or un-
der any State, who, baving previously taken an oath, as a 
member ot Congress, or as an orricer or the United States, 
or as a member of any state legislature, or an executive 
or judicial otficer of any State, to support the Constitu-
tion of the United states, ahall have engaged in insurrec-
tion or rebellion against the same, or given aid or com. 
fort to the enemies thereot. But Congress may by,a voto of 
two-thirdsot each House remove suCh disability.24 • 
Actually, this clause ot the Amendment made ineligible for office 
nearly the whole class of men to whom the South had always looked 
for leadership.2$ Some members of Congress favored permanent dis-
qualification, but a clause was introduc,ed making disability re-
movable by a two-thirds vote of each House of Congress. In addi-
tion, President Johnson issued several amnesties, first with 
24un1ted States Constitution, Article XIV, Section 3. 
2$Beale, 202. 
--
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quallf)~ng restrictions and then general and uncondltional. 26 
Mississippi was thus faced with the necessity, it this amendment 
were approved, not only of accepting the other provisions it con-
tained. but also of agreeing to the disqualification of its accus-
tomed leaders. This would be a first step toward Negro suffrage in 
the south..27 The poor wh1 te element was soarcely better f1 tted t:o 
rule than were the treed Negroes.28 Power would be put into the 
hands of radical southerners who would attempt to win and maintain 
paweX' with the help of the, Negro vote. 
The Fourteenth Amendment, as thus approved by Oongress and 
before it was submitted'to the states for ratification, became an 
issue in the eleotion of 1866.29 ' This eleotion would determine 
whether a national legislature f'cl.endly to presidential restoration 
or to Congressional reconstruction would be re~lrned by the people. 
It was a contest between the President and the Radicals.30 The 
!Amendment was thus a "shrewdly oonceived platform" to catch the 
• 
votes ot all those who favored a harsh southern policy and who were 
partioularly sympathetic towards the freedmen. The Radicals, 
baving in mind tha partisan advantages that this constitutional 
26McPherson, Political Manual, 9. 
27Beal e, 200. 
281bid• t 202. 
29Flem1ng, Sequel.. 130. 
3ORowland, Ais~orl 2! Mississippi, II, 126. 
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change would bring, developed it into an ttelaborate controversy" 
as a part of the campaign.)l In a message submitted by William H. 
Seward on June 20, 1866, President Johnson, supported by the Demo-
crats and the moderate Repub11cans, protested against the Four-
teenth Amenmnent insofar as he doubted "whether any amendment to 
the Oonst~tution ought to be proposed by Congress and pressed upon 
the state legislature until after the admission of the Southern 
representatives to Congress."32 But a sense of revolution was in 
the air, When the campaign was over and the votes were counted. 
it was found that a decisive victory had been obtained by the Rad-
icals and a corresponding deteat suffered by the President's 
friends, However, it must be kept in mind that many additional 
issues and circumstances entered into the election ot 1866. and 
that it did not turn upon this issue alone. 
Mississippi, as well as the ten other unreconstructed southerx 
states, was not directly concerned with this campaign, O~ the 
other band, she was vitally concerned when the Fourteenth Amendmen1 
was submitted to the states tor ratification after the election W&i 
over. In this regard the Radicals acted with complete inconsis-
tency, For all other purposes, the ex-oontederate states were 
treated as if they were not a part of the Union, But for the pur-
pose of ratifying an amendment, their vote was required. Thus, 
.31Beale, 20$ • 
.32U. S. Congress, co~ressional Globe, 39th Cong., 1st Sess., (Washington, D,C., 1806" j4~. 
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the Mississippi Legislature, which was functioning under the authol-
ity ot the presidential plan, had to make its decision. The peo-
ple ot the state were vitally interested in the attitude of' all 
their elected officials in regard to this matter, especially that 
of their two unseated Senators.)) William L. Sharkey, f'or.merly 
Provisional Governor, and General James L. Alcorn, recently ot the 
contederate Army. Inasmuch as the question ot the f'ranchise was a 
vital part of' the Amendment. we can reasonably deduce the probable 
attitude of' these two key f'igures toward the entire amendment tram 
their known position pertaining to Negro suff'rage. The Vioksburg 
Herald carried the tollowing article relative to Judge Sharkey's 
position at this time, 
As prominence is again given to the letter 01' President 
Johnson to the late Provisional Governor Sharkey, of' this 
State, in which it is said the President urged the doc-
trine of' "Impartial Suffrage," so oalled. We teel author-
ised to state from a recent conversation with Governor 
Sharkey, that he is utterly o¥posed to ne~ro su:f'frage in fi waX it can be fixeCf, p!r~ a1 or rm~r al. He a1s'O 
e ieves~-r-congress bas notHIng to ~ wltn the subject 
and cannot legally touch it. It belongs ,~clusively to 
the states, each state acting tor itself'.~ 
The attitude of General Alcorn had not been as recently or as 
clearly defined. This is indicated by an excerpt from a "Letter 
to the Editor" tound in the same issue ot this paper: 
3)Both Senators, Sharkey and Alcorn, were excluded from the 
United States Senate until the State was recognized by Congress in 
January, 1870. 
3410hn Seymore MoNeily, "From Orlanization to OVerthrow of' 
Mississippi's Provisional Government. PMHS, I (1916), 235, citing 
the Vioksburg Herald. ----
I 
It would be equally gratifying to the people of Missis-
sippi, to know that their oth~r Senator, Gen. Alcorn has 
also placed himself in opposItion to this nefarious meas-
ure. Will you not draw the General out on the subject ot 
negro suffrage? It is a well known fact that last year 
he addressed a letter to a distinguished citizen of our 
state in which he boldly advocated that doctrinel.-That 
letter is still in existence, and if the General will on-
ly express suCh a desire, I doubt not it can be obtained 
for publication. W111 he do so? Will he oblige his con-
stituents with his reasons for favoring negro suffrage? 
Or, 1t he has "changed his base," and is not opposed to 
the views ot his friend Greeley in regard to "Impartial 
suffrage," he will perhaps not object to tell the people 
what has wrought this change' 
It, however, no change has "come over the spirit ot 
his dreams".-1t he is yet in favor ot negro suffrage--
perhaps selt-respect may indicate to him that he 1s not 
a tit Representative of the people of Mississippi, and 
that a very ordinary regard for public opinion shaul d in-
duce him to resign a position he cannot hold without dis-
honoringJhimself and outraging the well known will of the 
people.J.5 
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But regardless ot the attitudes ot the Senators-elect, oppo-
si tion to the Amendment was unanimous in the Mississippi legisla. 
ture, and this same teeling prevailed to a large extent al,nong the 
people.36 1;be refusal of the legislature to accord the Negro civil 
and political rights was due to attItudes and traditions which madE 
up the fabrio of southern life. 37 
ay March of 1867, twelve of the thirty-seven states had re-
jeoted the amendment. This included all the southern states ex-
oept Tennessee, whiGh had ratified it before the first session ot 
3S~bid •• 23S-236. 
36:t.,bid. 
37Garner, 119. 
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the Thirty-ninth Congress had adjourned • .38 A government loyal to 
the United states had been succossfully organized in this state 
and recognized by Congress, but its constitution had virtually de-
prived all ex-Confederates of the right to vote • .39 Therefore, a 
state legislature, elected under these circumstances, had readily 
accepted the amendment. (In regard to its rejection by the other 
ex-Contederate state., however; Congress was soon to assure that 
they would accept it.; 
'!'he Thirty-ninth Congress was due to oome to an end March 2, 
1867 and the Portieth was not soheduled to convene until Deoember 
4 of that year.40 However, the Radioals were determined to push 
through their own reconstruction program before adjournment, and 
their distrust 01' Johnson was such that they feared that he would 
not faithfully carry out its provislons.41 Consequently. on Ja~ 
uary 22, 1867 a law was passed to the etf'eet that the P'ortieth 
Congress should not await the customary date for conven1O£, but 
would assemble March 4, tmm.dlately upon the expiration of the 
ThirtY-n1nth.42 !hus, Congreas would be in session to oversee the 
38Fl.emlng, .§!iue,l. 85 • 
.39~ •• 129. 
4~ted States statutes ~ Larse, XIV (Washington, 1867), .37€. 
4lHenry W. Elson, Side L1&i5hts .2!! American ~istorZI Series II (New York, 1901), 172. 
4~n1ted States statutes !! Lar56, XIV, 378. 
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carrying out o£ the First Reconstruction Act Yn~ich was enacted 
according to schedule, repassed over the anticipated presidential 
veto, and became law lUarch 2, 1867.43 There were, in all, £ive 
Reconstruction Acts during the years 1867-1868, but some of these 
were merely supplemental measures enacted to clarify or enlarge 
upon preceding, related legislation. For reasons of convenience 
these measures will be referred to by number in this paper, as 
each o£ them must be dealt with separately. 
(The First Reconstruotion Aot was based on the premise that no 
lawful government existed in the ex-Confederate states, and that 
Congress might therefore govern them unt11 they were restored by 
Congressional decree.44) consequently, by a stroke ot the pen 
Congress, in ettect, swept away all of the plans and acoomplish-
ments ot both Lincoln and Johnson in this regard for the years 
1863 to 1867, and left ten of the eleven states concerned just 
where ~~ey had be~n When Contederate authority ceased to. exist in 
them.45 lIn general terms, the measure provided for the establish-
ment of military rule over the defeated states and the reorganiza-
tion or the1r governments on the basis of Negro and limited white 
suffrage. In the oarrying. out o£ th1s reorganization state conveXl<' 
tions, the delegates to which were to be chosen by the Negro and 
-
43MCPherson, ~oliti~al H1stoEl, 167-173. 
44Ib1d., 167. 
-
45Tennessee had been readmitted under Lincoln's plan by reaso 
of its "radical" state government. 
• 
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qualified white voterst were to assemble and draw up new constitu-
tions. If these constitutions proved acceptable to Congress, the 
Senators ane Representatives subsequently chosen would be seated 
in Washington, the states would be restored to their normal rela-
tionship to the Union, and the occu})ation troops would be withdrawn .)4 
It will be noted that the terms of this measure were most general 
and that specific details and directives wero not included. This 
accounts for the faot, in part, that the.8.dritional Reconstruction 
Acts were later made necessary. 
lThis Aot was put into operation immediately. The affected 
states were divided into five military districts and each was 
placed ~der the direction of a general officer of the army. The 
Fourth District. consisting of the States of Mississippi and Arkan-
sas, with headquarters at Vicksburg, was oownanded by Brevet Major 
General E. O. C. Ord, who assumed his responsibilities within the. 
month. ) 
! Inasmuch as the Commanding Generals were without specific 
directions as to how to proceed, the second Reconstruction Act of 
March 23, 1867, was passed whereby the officers-in-charge were in-
structed to take the initiative 1n the setting up of state govern-
ments.47 }Accordingly, General Ord, along with the others, was 
directed to enroll voters, Negroes and eligible whites, hold an 
46Fleming, Seque..!, 13.5. 
47MCPherson, ~olltiea~ Hlsto~, 179. 
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election for delegates to a oonstitutional oonvention,call the 
convention into session, summon the voters to pass on the ratifi-
cation of the constitution thus prepared, and then forward it to 
the President for its submission to Oongress.48 
The etfect ot the publication of these Reconstruction Acts 
upon the South, and especially upon Mississippi, was What was to 
be expected. The overwhelming maJor1t7 of the whites was bitter 
in its denunoiation, especially in regard to the matter of .esra 
suffr~ge. Some leaders and editors counselled caution and accept 
anoe, however. Among these was Ethelbert Barksdale, who publishe 
the tollowing advice, 
Let us accept negro suttrage as an inevitable tact, not 
to be resented with impotent malice, nor to be treated 
with stolid indifference. If the new suffragan is un-
qualified for the important duties committed to him it 
is the part of wisdom that they whose interests are in-
volved with his own, should strive to enlighten his un-
derstanding. We cannot be guilt1e.s ot any evil con.e-
quence. which may flow from this last act of a remo~se. 
le •• and cruel party, If to aver them ~e tail to exhaust 
every effort we are oapable ot making.49 
Judge W. P. HarriS, a dIstinguished jurist and native of the 
state, Who had been prominent as a leader ot the Confederacy. also 
advised his tellow-citizens to accept the inevitable. In a lette 
dated Maroh 12, 1867, he counselled them: 
48!2!!., 192-194. 
49:McWeily, ~, I, 288, citing Ethelbert Barksdale. 
It is to be observed that the aot of oongress does not 
leave either the extension of the right to suffrage or 
the disfranchisement ot a certain olass of the white 
citizens of the state to depend on our consent. Both 
these results are acoomplished by the act and are not 
denlatlded of us as concessions. The civil government 
existing here is declared to be without authority, ex-
oept to the extent that it may be per.mitted to exercise 
its functions as an instrument of administration, by 
the district commander. This precarious existence can-
not be oontinued without a resort to eleotions and these 
elections must conform to the principles of the act as 
to qualifications for suffrage, and these qualifications 
involve the disfranchisement ot a portion of the white 
citizens, and the extension of the right to vote to all 
others without regard to race or color. Therefore 
whether .we consent or not, no civil government can be 
created or protracted here, without conforming to the 
principles of the act of congress in these respects. 
Negro suffrage. therefore, must be regarded as one ot 
the condit1ons on whiCh we are to have civ1l govern-
ment here.50 
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General Ord, however, was unaffected by pub1io opinion, be it 
hostile or friendly, and prooeeded with a literal oarrying out ot 
the Congressional directives. On April 15 he began to register th4 
new electorate. This was the registration preliminary to·determin • 
• ing whether the electorate was in tavor ot a oonstitutional conven-
tion for the purpose of re-establishing civil government and restOl-
ing the state to the Union, or whether they preferred to remain un-
der military rule and without representation in Congress.51 Durine 
this period Ord permitted Negroes to serve as clerks, and later a~ 
election judges and delegates to the constitutional convention. 
50Ib1d., citing a letter of Judge W. P. Harris dated March 12 
1867. -
51aarner, 176. 
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Among such appointees was Isaiah T. Montgomery, formerly a slave 
of Jefferson Davis, who was made a Justice of the Peace and was 
perhaps the first Negro in the state to hold public office.52 
Among the results of these new policies and activities was 
their eftect upon the freedmen. The tew months of their almost 
total irresponsibility, which had come with the war's end and eman· 
cipation, were now at an end, and the federal gover.nment was deter' 
mined to make them once again selt-supporting and productive. The 
Freedments Bureau, to be discussed shortly, bore much of the re-
sponsibility tor this program of oelf-support, and in cooperation 
with it, General Ord, as can be seen from the following quotation, 
was determined that the Negroes of Mississippi accept the respon-
sibilities as well as the privileges of freedom and citizenship. 
434. 
The most important duty devolving upon treedmen in their 
new oondition is that of providing by their own labor for 
the support of themselves and tamilies. They now have a 
oommon interest in the general prosperity_ This prosper-
ity does not depend so much on how men vote, as upon. how 
well each member ot society labors and keeps bis eon-
tracts. Freedmen are theretore urged not to neglect their 
business to engage in political discussion, but continue 
to comply with their contracts and provide for themselves 
and tamilies, tor unless they do so, famine may come and 
they will have no food. When the time comes for them to 
have tl-'.EJir names entered in the books ot voters, which 
will 06 before next Sep.tember, the General Commanding will 
send them word through proper United States or county 01'-
ficers and send the books to places near by their homes, 
so that every voter can have his name registered and can 
afterwards vote without going tar from his home. Only 
thoae residing in towns will be registered to vote there.53 
52w. E. Burghardt DuBoiS, B,lack Reconstruction (New York, 193. ), 
53MCNeily, "From Organization to Overthrow," PMIIS. I, 296-297 t 
)0 
The majority ot the whites ot the state were tar trom reoon-
ciled to the policy ot Negro suttrage and Ordls registration direc 
t1ve. This opinion was refleoted in an item appearing in the 
Vioksburg Herald at this time • 
• 
We hoped that this shameful humiliation would have been 
spared our people, at least until the treedmen ot Missis-
sippi decide whether they will submit to negro equality 
at the ballot-box or elsewhere. • • .General Ord has here-
tofore exhibited a wisdom in his administration Whioh has 
been highly approved by the people, but we doubt not that 
lovers ot peace throughout the country will condemn the 
order as injudicious, if not insulting to that race whom 
God· area ted the super10l" at ~phe black man, and whom no 
monarch can make his equal.~4 
The election of delegates was to take place November 5, 1867, and 
the constitutional convention was to assemble January 9 of the 
following year. Registration, however, proceeded slowly, tor the 
colored population was almost entirely illiterate and had not been 
properly intormed, either in regard to the purpose ot registering 
or the meaning of voting. Consequently, Ord issued an instruotion 
• 
on June 29 Whereby Bureau agents were directed to visit every im-
portant plantation, instruct the treedmen upon these subjects, and 
correot any erroneous notions they might have.55 
Bureau agents were looal representatives of the highly orga~ 
ized Bureau of Freedmen. Retugees, and Abandoned Lands who were 
responsible tor the general weltare ot the Negro and destitute 
white. The Bureau had been originally established March 3. 1865 
54~erican Annual Czclopaedla (New York, 1868), VII, 515. 
55aarner, 175. 
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tor one year as an aid to the freedmen, and its purposes had at 
first aroused no opposition.56 On February 6, 1866 a new bill to 
renew its life was passed by Congress which, in addition, conf'erre 
sweeping authority upon Bureau officers to take over many functio 
of state magistrates. Also, many new personnel agents were pro-
vided tor..57 This actually represented a drastic invasion of' tra-
ditional state functions. Johnson vetoed the measure on these 
grounds February 19, 1866 but it was carried over his veto.58 The 
South, by this time, opposed the bill for many reasons, notably be 
cause under its provisions the daily control of' domestic econamy 
had been largely taken over by the agents, because ita jurisdic-
tion over cases involving freedmen's claims had been increased, 
and finally because political capital was being mada of' i'G by the 
Republican partl.60 By 1867 the Bureau had set up an elaborate 
organization in every southern state. As such, it remained a tac-
ile tool in the hands ot the Republioans tor the implemeniation ot 
their polioy.6l 
44. 56Paul Skeels Peirce, !!:! Freedmen's Bureau (Iowa City, 1904) 
57I bid., 61 • 
• 
58McPherson, Political Manual, 68-72. 
59peirce, 69. 
60Ibid., 71. 
-
61Ibid., 72. 
-
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The F'l:'eedmen t s Bureau was not the .. only useful instrument at 
the disposal ot the Radioals whereby the Negro might be registered 
and trained to vote Republioan. Equally as effective for these 
purposes was the Union League, the impact of which was becomIng 
marked in Missis sippi during 1867. The League had been esta blishec 
in the North in 1862 for the purpose ot organizing and encouraging 
civilian support ot the war.62 Its perfected organization was 
adopted by reconstruction leaders in the South as a devise eminent· 
ly suitable tor the oontrol ot the Negro vote.63 Understandably, 
the Mississippi whites protested agaInst its activities vehemently. 
As he had done in regard to other reconstruction practices, Senatol-
elect Alcorn counselled his tellow citizens to accept the inevita-
blel 
The Loyal League is upon you. Even a briet experience ot 
the workings ot that voting machine would satisty you, as 
it has me, tha t all which our people claim tor the 1n,tlu-
enc. of the ·old Jaster· on the freedmen is neither more 
nor lesa than nonsense. The terrible necessities of.our 
position demand blunt speaking ••• The ~old ma8ter~, gen-
tlemen, has passed trom tact to poetry • 
. . . .. . 
The colored man comes, 8,S well as the white man comes 
within the seope of my proposed negotiations. • • .All 
tha t Congress has gi"en him I acoept as his with all my 
heart and conscience. I ~opose to vote-wrth him, to sit, 
if need be, in polItical counsel with hIm; and fram a 
pla t:rorm. acoepta ble alike to him, to me, and to you, to 
pluok our oommon liberty and6gur common prosperity out ot the jaws ot inevitable ruin. ~ 
62Beal e, 366-367. 
63Howland, ~1stor: £! M1ssl,ssiPEi, II, 143. 
64wb.arton, l42. 
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l By the tirst ot July. 1867 General Ord was a ble to report 
that the work of registration was going on in all the counties of 
the state.) Garrisons, consisting ot trom eighty to two hundred 
and fifty men each, were stationed in the thirteen principal towns 
to prevent disorder. In the rural areas, the registration books 
were sent to localities near concentrations of treedmen's homes so 
that all might be enrolled. The Republicans expected to benefit 
trom these practices as the Negxoes were potential voters of that 
party.6~ Some registration otticials, as well as others, went to 
ext:remes in their partisanship and championship of Negro rights. 
This i8 seen in the following letter of an eye-witness to the 
editor ot the Vicksburg Herald. 
Mr. Edi to:r--Sir: We, the underSigned, would like to ask 
a question stated below. The facts we will swear to. We 
were in the registration office of "Neshoba" county when 
a negro entered tor registration. One of the officers 
asked him it he knew the responsibility of an oath. He 
said he did. They then went through the rom of adminis-
tering the oath, etc., and banded him his certifica't4t. 
Atter this one ot them rose up and told him, "It any man 
interferes or insults you do protect yourse~tJ if you 
have any weapons about yoU or fire arms, do you kill him, 
tOIt I would do it myselt, and then go and report to the justioe of the peace, and it he does not give IOU justice, 
report to us at Jackson, and we will lift him. The ques-
tion is, is this the proper way to instruct the Neg~oes 
of the South. It it is, we would like to know it. ~ours, 
with respect, 
J. H. Gomillon, 
S. S. Harris. 
Residence, High Hill 
6SRowland, ~istorl ~ Mississi~~i, II, 142. 
Leake countY66 Mississippi.-
, , 
, 
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66MONeily, "Prom Organization 
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-!he Negroes generally came to the registration offices in 
large numbers. Accustomed over the generations to docility and 
obedience, most of them conducted themselves with restraint. That 
this was noted commendably by the native whites is seen in the re-
marks of the editor of the Hinds County Gazette who reported: 
Our ~ually quiet village was enlivened on Monday by the 
presence of from three hundred to five hundred of the 
newly manutactured "American citizens of African descent." 
We must give our newly-made voters the benefit of the re-
mark that they conducted themselves throughout the day 
with decorum and propriety, showing good breeding, and a 
proper respedt for "the situation". As a consequence 
upon their good behaVior, the largest liberty was allowed 
them by the ,..Illite::', and we are glad to perceive that they 
deemed to appreciate the kindness everywhere shown them.o7 
In September, the work of registration was nearly completed. 
Of the registrants, 46,636 were white and 60,167 colored. Thirty-
three ot the sixty-one counties of the state had Negro majorlties.~~ 
These facts account tor the solidification of the determination on 
the p~rt'of a majority of the whites to allow the election to go 
by default, and to await a Democratic victory in the Hortn to re-
deem them. 69 
The oarrying out of the first two reconstruction acts in the 
South by the military governors had not taken place without Presi-
dent Johnson's attempting to'soften the impact of the measures 
upon that section. Advised by his Attorney-General, Henry 
-
61Wharton, 145, citing Hinds County Gazette, July 12, 1861. 
68a.arner, 175. 
69Bowman, 2<>4. 
--
stanberI7', that the generals could not defy tho c1vil governments 
recently estab11shed but must cooperate w1th them,70 the Chiet 
Execut1ve issued a series of instructions to the commanders ind1-
eating the manner in which the laws were to be app11ed. Congress, 
which had adjourned soon attett the passage of the Second Recon-
struotion-measure, hastily rea~sembled on July 19, 1867 at the 
direction or the Radioals Who saw 1n the president1al orders an 
attempt to undo their work. The Third Reconstruct10n Act was 1~ 
mediate17 passed whiCh, in etrect, depr1ved the Pres1dent ot his 
constitutional right and responsibi.llty ot executing the laws, 
insotar as the southern questIon was concerned, and placed that 
authority in the hands ot the General ot the Army.) Moreover, It 
was declared that the existing civil g~mments in the South were 
not legal, but that the states were subject to the mi11tary oom-
mandel'S and the paramount author1ty ot congress.71 It was under 
these conditions that the registration ot the Mississippi.voters 
was completed, and the election ot delegates to the constitut1onal 
conven_ion held November S, 1867. 
The tirst election in Wh1ch the Negroes ot Miss1ssipp1 were 
thus allowed to vote was continued tor several days 1n some ot 
the rural areas. Most ot the Whites rema1ned at home, as d1d 
many of the colored. The returns were so dels yed in be1ng an-
nounced thf1 t many people tel t that the ballot boxes were tampered 
70seale, 204. 
71KcPheraon, Pol1t1cal Manua~, 335-336.· 
with. The orficial results were never revealed, and the on17 fig-
ures available, quoted by the Vicksburg Herald from a very "well , 
info~ed source," indIcated that ot 133,000 persons supposed17 
registered, on17 62,000, or 4,000 less than one-halt, bad voted. 
Nevertheless, ot the delegates declared elected, an overwhelming 
majorIty consisted of Negroe., Scalawags and Oarpetbaggers, as 
will be seen.72 
Reconstruction legislation, as enacted by this time, provided 
that a new southern state constitution, to be approved by the elec 
tarate, must receive the affirmative vote ot a majorit7 ot the 
registered voters. These constitutions were not acceptable to mos 
ot the southern whites, prinoipally because the7 provided for Negr 
suftrage. Bence, the whites of Alabama were the first to discover 
that b7 the mere devise of remaining away from the polls, the con-
stitution could be defeated. Taking alarm at this situat~on, the 
Radicals passed the Fourth Reconstruction Act whioh bec~ law by 
opera tion ot the ten day rule, Jlarch 11, 1868. 73 It provided that 
a newly submitted constitution could be approved by the aftirma-
tive vote ot a majority of those voti96, not of those registered.~ 
As a result, when the new MiSSissippi constitution was tinally 
72Pleming, Sequel, 155. 
73Ibid. 
-
74MOPherson, PolItical Manual, 336 • 
• 
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8ubmitted to the electorate for approval or rejeotion, the whites 
were not to have this weapon to use against it. 
Nevertheless, the process of reconstruction went slowly in 
Mississippi, due to .. persistent white opposition. Eight of the 
eleven ex-Oogtederate states had already been readmitted by Nove~ 
ber of 1868, so that they might partioipate in the presidential 
election as Republican baIliwicks. Mississippi, Texas and VirginU 
were the recalei trants. '!o penalize them and further strengthen 
their program, the Radicals enacted the fIfth and last of the Re-
construction Aots in December, 1868. This measure provided that 
to be readmitted to the Union, these three states must ratifY not 
only the Fourteenth Amendment, but also the Fifteenth, which had 
by this time been passed by Congress and subm1 tted to the states 
for approval.7S It guaranteed the right to vote to Negroes. Rath· 
er than oontor.m to varIous objectionable stipulations of the recon 
struotion laws, especially those pertaining to colored suftrage, 
MiSSiSSippi was to remain tor two more years under military rule 
rather than reenter the Union unde!' these conditions. 
It .. s in this way, then, that a minority in Congress, deter-
mined, well~organ1zed and skIllfully directed, was able to over-
throw the executive plan of restoration, which treated the quest101 
of the tranchise as a state matter, and substitute therefor a plan 
of its own. The foundation ston., itself, of the Radical plan was 
Negro suftrage. Through various means, chiefly constitutional 
amendment, the Radicals tried to force this principle upon the 
South. Most southern whites resisted, especially those of Mis-
sissippi. In regard to this state. its history has been traced 
trom the warls end to the meeting of the first constitutional con-
vention under military rule. The results of that convention re-
main to be seen. 
CHAPTER III 
CONSTITUTION OF 1868 AND ELECTION 
OF 1869 
Atter the passage ot the tirst three Reconstruction Acts the 
people ot Mississippi faced a new situation, insofar as the tran-
chis. and political alignments are concerned. The patterns ot the 
old days ot the undivided union, ot the Contederacy and ot Restor-
ation existed no more. During the period ot military rule whiCh 
lasted trom 1867 to 1870 the Commanding General, carrying out tne 
will ot Cangr •• s, extended the right to vote to all eligible Ne. 
groe., but denied it to those whites who were not considered "loy-
al." It was under these oonditions that the voters for the elec-
tion of delegates to the oonstitutional oonvention of 1868 had 
been enrolled, prinoipally during the summer months ot 1867. In-
asmuCh as the whites, even the enfranchised natives, had little 
opportunity or time to organize themselves prior to this election, 
political alignments were almost non-existent at the time. Even 
the freedmen, overwhelmingly illiterate and inexperienoed politi-
cally. merely did as they were directed by the reconstruction 
authorities and could hardly be considered to have been tunction-
ing as an organized part of a tormal political party.l It is 
lWharton, 149. 
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against this background that the election or December 5-11, 1867 
took place.2 
The results ot the election were not surprising, exoept in re 
gard to the fact that so rew oolored delegates Were Qhosen. Of 
the one hundred sucoessful candidates, only seventeen were Negroes 
an indication of their inexperience and dooility and of their will 
ingness to follow the lead of the enfranchised whitesJ This is 
especially borne out by the fact that in thirty-three oounties, 
Negro registrant s were in a majority.4 In other words, it may be 
said that the freedmen al10.ed themselves to be "politically 
slighted. n> Aooording to W. E. B. DuBois, a prolifIc writer on 
the histo1'7 ot his race, "The Negroes .ere not even trying, muoh 
leas succeeding tn any effort to use their numerical preponderance 
in order to put themselves in political power.n6 The Negro voters 
designated 'White men to represent them, and a majority of, the mem-
bers ot this convention were elected by colored voters.7 . 
Of the delegates selected, twenty-nine were native white 
aaowland, Histarl £! MississiP2i, II, 148. 
3I bid., 143. 
-~arner, 175. 
5samue1 Denny Smith, ~ Negro !!! Congress, 1870-1901 (Chapel 
Hill, 1940), 11. 
6DuBOis, 436. 
7Ibid• 
-
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Republicans and twenty were northern Repub1icans. 8 These wb1tes 
were to dominate the convention and to divide up among themselves 
the candidacies for all the state offices. The remaining dele-
gates were not to play a significant role in the convention and 
cannot be identified. insotar as political persuasion is concerned 
As the date for the meeting of the convention, January 9. 
1868, approached, party consciousness became more apparent and 
racial tension mounted. In the opening days of that month a Demo-
cratic White Mania Party was formed in Jackson to demand political 
supremaoy tor the white raoe.9 The anall core ot Republicans 
resident in the state, mostly occupation officials and personnel, 
increased their number through the accretion of Scalawags and 
carpetbaggers, to be discussed later, and through the purposeful 
conversion ot the Negro to Republican support through promises ot 
political, social and economic equal ity.l0 During the rO,cent oleo 
tion of delegates one Negro, who had distinguished himselt as a 
person ot leadership and intelligence, James D. Lynch, now warned 
the White oppositionl 
The colored people are as anxious as any people in our 
broad land, to See political passions subside. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • We desil'e to live in peace with our ex-masters--we recog-
nize the mutual dependenoe ot the one on the other; and 
8wharton, lS2. 
9Rowland, Historz 2£ M1ssi~sipEi, II, 153. 
lOnuBois, 436. 
to open a breaoh between the l'aoes is repugnant to evezty 
teeling of our natures. • • .That we will stand by the 
Republioan party. the only one that is pledged to equal, 
civil and politioal rights whioh 1s as dear to us as lite, 
18 as ce:rtain as the riSing of tomol'l'ow's sun. But that 
we seek supremaoy, 01' to ostraoise, or to force ourselvea 
into sooia1 oompanionBhip with any class of' citizens, is 
as unfounded as is the hope that the publio opinion ot 
the nation will ever deprive us ot our rights. It local 
instanoes indicate a desire on our part to became legisla-
tors- and administJtators of law, it is because universal 
hostility, among a certain class, to our political equal. 
1tf, leaves us no other alternative.1l 
!he Democratio whites were not slow to reply. Thoir Execu-
tive Committee issued a warning to L,noh and his cohorts, both 
oolored and white, to the follOwing effects "Freedmen of Mis-
sissippi, look before you leap. There is an awful gulf now .,awn-
ing before you. The vote you oast. • .may be deal8i ve of your 
fate. It you abandon the people with Whoa you have ever lived and 
who now invite you to their protection 1n the tuture, you cast yow 
destlJl'7 'With an enemy between whom end us there is atomal 'W8.r. o12 
'!'hus, definite political lines were being fo:xmed by the t1me the 
convention came into s •• sion. While it _s a foregone conolusion 
what the results ot its deliberations would be, due to an absenoe 
ot Demooratic representation, there remained still the matter of 
ratification. It was in antiCipation of this contest that the 
Democrats now began planning their strategy. 
llWharton, 153, citing James D. Lynoh. 
12Annual czolotedia, VIII, 573, oiting the Exeoutive Commit-
tee ot !He ~moora:e 0 Party. 
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!he Oonvention of 1868 lasted trom January 9 to Hay 18, one 
hundred and f1tteen days.l) Betore getting down to the main orde 
ot bUSiness, the drawing up ot a new constitution, the delegates 
busled themselves with other matters which seem to have been ot 
greater interest and ot more concern to th«m. 'irst was the ques 
tion ot compensation for the members. Atter this point had been 
agreeably settled, the delegates then turned their attention to 
the matter ot finding some means ot support for the idle oolored. 
Their etforts, though they found a solution were without avail, 
for the plan was set aside by General Alvan C. Gillem, who had 
lucceeded General Ord as Military Oommander of the state, two day 
prior to the gathering of the conventlon.15 
'lnal17, the memberl got around to the consideration or a co 
stitution. A Oommittee of Fifteen was appointed to direot the 
work. Prom time to time, reports were made to the entire a8sem-
blage and sections adopted, usually without oppo8ition.1~ The 
most controTersial sections were those in regard to the tranchise 
Atter much debate, they were finally approTed on May 15.' The 
most pertinent of these were as follows: 
Section 2. All male inhabitants ot this State except 
idiots and insane persons and Indians not taxed, citl-
zens of the United States, or naturalized, twent7-one 
l)Garner, 203. 
~Ibid., 192 • 
......... 
15Ibid., 181. 
16wharton, 152. 
years old and upwards, who have resided in this state 
six months and in the county one month next preceding 
the day ot election. at which said inhabitant ofters to 
vote, and who are duly registered according to the re-
quirements of Section three of this Article, and who are 
not disqualified by reason of any erime, are deleared to 
be qualified electors. 
Section 3. The Legislature shall provide, by law, tor 
the registration of all persons entitled to vote at any 
election, and all persons entitled to register ahall 
take and subscribe to the following oath or affirmation. 
"I, , do solemnly swear (or affirm), in the 
presence or Atmlghty God, that I am twenty-one years old. 
that I have resided in this State six months, and in 
County one month, that I will faith-
"!'ii!~""Ior:7~s~u~p'!!"po~r~:e~an~a: obe,. the Oonstitution and laws ot the 
united states; and ot the State of Mississippi, and will 
bea~ t:rue faith and allegiance to the sameJthat I am. 
not distranchised in any of the provisions of the acts 
known as reconatrt:otior. acts of the Thirty-ninth and 
Fortieth COl..gres~. and the. t I admit the political and 
civil equality ot all men, so help me God." Provided, 
that it Congress shall. at any time, remove tne aI8a~11-
itl.s ot any person disfranChised in the said reconstruc-
tion acts ot the said Thirty-ninth and Fortieth Congress 
(and the Legislature ot this sta te shall concur thex-ein,) 
then so much ot this oath, and so much only, as reters 
to the said reconstruotion acts shall not be requix-ed ot 
such person, so pardoned, to entitle him to be registex-ed,17 
• The delegates did not adjourn without making other important 
arrangements. The new constitution was scheduled to be submitted 
to the qualified voters tor approval or re jection on June 22. At 
the same time elections were to be held for state officers, members 
ot the state legislature, and federal representatives and senators. 18 
.. 
17Jackson, MissiSSippi, Law Library, Journal ot the Proceed-
~ in the constitutional qonvention ~ tne S~ate ot~ss!ss!ppl, 
~ P'awon, 1811), 132. . 
18aoWland, H1storz £! MississlP£;. II, 153. 
4S 
It was also provided that the Fourteenth Amendment, the adoption 
of whioh was now required for readmission to the Union, once re-
jeoted by the Restoration legislature,19 should now be presented 
to the legis1ature,aoon to be elected, for aotion. 20 Thus that 
Mississippi gathering, in the aeleotion, representation and guid-
ance of whiCh Negroes had for the first time partioipated,21 came 
to an end May 18. The stage was now set tor the aeoond dramatic 
scene, the aooeptance or rejection ot the oonstitution just oom-
pleted. 
(The Constitution ot 1868 was submitted to the voters twice, 
June 22, 1868 and November la-December 1, 1869.22 The first time 
it was rejected, due to a superiority ot Democratic organization 
and strategy over that of the Republicans. The seoond time it 
was overwhelmingly approved, there thus being indioated a tremen-
dous inorease in Republican strength and political fine8s~ during 
the intervening year and a ha1f. 23) During the 1868 e1eotion the 
Democrats worked furiously, using tair means and foul, to defeat 
19Journal g! }troceedinss, 746. 
2Or.niS legislature never materialized, inasmuch as the Con-
stitution was rejeoted in 1868. Therefore, no action was taken at 
this time on the amendment. 
21wharton, 149. 
22Rowland, Histarl £! Miaalssl2El, II, 1S4. 
23wbarton, 153, citing the NatChez Weekll Democrat, December 
1869. · 
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the oonstitutlon.24 The Negro beoame the foous of a growing oon-
tempt and hatred, and threats were issued to frighten him away trOll 
the polls, Unregistered Demoorats assumed the names of enfran-
ohised Republioans and voted Demooratio in their plaoes.25 
Democratic determination sprang principally trom the tranohisE 
provisions ot the constitution. It it were adopted, there would 
thereafter be a large part ic ipe. tion 01' the Negroes in the tunctiolU 
01' government, while the whites. to a great extent, remained dis-
tranchised, The tear 01' Negro domina tlon was very real to the 
whites, The reasal.. tor this tear is found in the tollowing Artiole 
7, section 5 of the documentt 
10 person ahall be eligible tor any office of profit or 
trust, civil or military in this state, who, as a mem-
ber of the Legislature, voted for the call of the Oonven-
tion that passed the Ordinance of Secession, or, who as a 
delegate to any Convention, voted tor or s~ed any ordin-
anoe at secesslon, or who gave voluntary ald, oountenance, 
counael or enoouragement to persona engaged in armed, hos-
tility to the United states or who aocepted or attempted 
to exercise the tunctions 01' any otfice, civil or mi~itar1, 
under any authority or pretended government authority, 
power or Oonstitution. within the united States, hostile 
or inimical thereto, except all persons who aided recon-
struction by voting for this Convention, or who have con-
tinuously advocated the assembling ot this Convention, 
and shall continuousl., and in good faith advocate the acts 
01' the same} but the Legislature may remove such disabil-
it,-. Ir.o....,v1;",;;;".;.d .... ed ... That nothing in this seotion, except votlng 
240, S, congress, House, House Misoellaneous Dooument No. ~. 
40th Cong •• 3d Sess. (washingtOn, taGS), 1~9, 1'~, --
2'Ibid., 173. 
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tor or signing the Ordinance of Secession shall be so con-
s~ued .as to exclude tram ottice the privato6so1dter ot the late so-called Confederate states army.2 
!he results of the first contest over the ratitication ot the 
constitution was most gratify1ng to the Democrats. The document 
was rejected by a vote of 61.68$ votes outot a total of 120,091 
cast.27 Apparently, many ot the Negroes, even, had opposed it. 
Moreover .. it was obvious that the Republicans were poorly organ-
ized, ineptly led, and had not as yet enjoyed the political fruits 
which the Freedmen's Bureau and Union League activities were soon 
to bring them. Local colored leaders were to a great extent un-
trained and unable to conduot the affairs of the party.28) 
Bot only were the Democrats successrul in defeating the new17 
formulated constitution the first time it was submitted tor rati-
fication; they also elected most ot their slate of candidates for 
state and federal offices, including the governor and ro~ con-
gressmen.29 Obviousl,.. things were not going well tor the Radical 
Republican program in Mississippi. The ldlitary CODII'Jander, Gen. 
Irwin McDowell, who assumed command on June 4,1868, intervened 
and took firm action.. He r.-etused to permit thB newly elected 
Democrats to take ottlce. Moreover, he rGMo~ed Benjamin G. Hum-
phries, who bad been permitted to remain governor, e.t least 
26Journa~ !l! Proceed1nSs. 732-733. 
27Wh&rton, 1$3, c1ting the Natchez Weekll Democrat, December 
23. 1869. 
28Ib1d •• 152. 
-
29Ib1d., 153, citing the Natchez Weekly Democrat, December 23. 
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nominally, trom that ortice and in his place appointed Adelbert 
~es, a tried and trusted Republican.30 50 things stood when the 
~ational presidential eleotions of 1868 took place. Mis.i.sippi, 
otcour •• , oould not partioipate, but the outcome ot tnat electIon 
was greatly to attect her immediate destiny. 
In the ott-year eleotion ot 1866 the Radicals had won control 
ot the Republican Party and ot Congres.. But control ot the execu-
tive branch had remained temporarily be1~nd their grasp. Their 
attempt to remove a hostile president in 1867 through impeachment 
and trial had railed.31 But the ohiet executive could only delaYI 
he could not permanently dereat their policies. It, however, the 
Radicals could place one ot their number, or a willing or unsuapect-
ing tool in the White House as a result ot the elections ot 1868, 
they could go forward unoppo.ed, ror they had succe.stully Int1m1-
~ated the Supreme Court tbrougn coercive legislation in 1867.32 
~ey now teared no OPPOSition from that quarter. 
It was under these conditions that G.n.r~l U1Tases 5. Grant 
!was nominated ror the presidenoy b7 the RadlcRl.. Until recently 
~lass.d a. a triend ot the admInlstration, hs had jolned the Radi-
~al camp when it became apparent that he might recelve the nomina-
~ion.33 Asaured ot the votes of eight ot the ex-Oontederate atatea 
30Rowland, Hiatorl 2! His.i.sippi, II, 153 , l~. 
3lplemtng, Secwel, 162-168. 
32Garner, 160. 
33s.ale , 311. 
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at this time under Carpetbag rule, he received enough support 
throughout the rest of the nation to win the presidency. Despite 
the fact that the Democratic Party was charged by the Radicals as 
being the party ot treason, and 'was handicapped by a lack ot un! ty 
in purpose and was disturbed b1 factional disputes,34 it received 
surprising support in the border. states and throughout the rest 
ot the countl"1. Grant won by a popular majority of 309,684 votes.';~ 
This majority came from the Negro voters. In other wOf"ds, a major .. 
itJ ot the whites ot the nation voted tor Horatio Se,mour, the 
Democratic nominee, rather than for Grant.36 
The Radical program ot reconstruction could now proceed unim-
peded, tor Grant was not prepared to cope with the 1ntentions ot 
the Radie als to make him their agent. It was his understanding 
that a8 soon as all the southem conventions had canpleted their 
work. and the constitutions had been accept.d, when civil govern-
ment had been r .... stablished and the southern representat~ves ad-
mitted to Congress, the Union would exist as before, except for 
the abolition ot slavery.37 The Radicals, however, saw that 
southern debasement and their own victory in the economic and polli-
leal fields were both aspects of the same questlon. J8 For the 
~rton, 152. 
35A,nnual 0lc,loEodia, VIII .. 753. 
36Flem1flg, Sequel; 169. 
37)fCPherson, Political Ristor:;, 480. 
38Smith, Negro !!! Congres't. 16. 
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~ecently seceded states, the Grant pe~iod constituted the darkest 
days or Reconstruction.39 
The ettect ot both the executive and legislative branches ot 
the federal government now being tir.mly Wlder the control ot the 
Radicals was quickly relt in Mississippi. On April 10, 1869 
Congress passed a special measure providing tor the resubmlssion 
or the Constitution of 1868 to the vote~s.4o Again a controversy 
arose among the people; especially the opponents of that document. 
?!hen fonner Govemor Albert G. Brown41 was asked to state his 
views regarding the proper course to be taken, he replied: 
l'il'st, then, let us have order and a rigid enforcement 
ot the law8 to the full extent ot meting out equal and 
exact justice without stint to all men ot all opin1ons, 
races.. and oolors J and to this end let every good man 
resolve to aid the oivil and military authorities by 
eve~y tail' means in his power. 
Second, let there be no tactious or mere partisan 
opposition to the Administration or President Grant •. 
But, as the President bas shown himself kind to us, let 
us be generous to him. We cannot afford to be illi 'bfIral. 
Third! we must stand by the issue as our opponents 
presented t at Washington. The convention, the Oonsti-
tution, and Eggleston and Co., on the one side, the 
people ot Mississippi on the other. I.~ 
Pou.t-th, we accept the tifteenth AmendDnt.'+' 
•• 
39Randall, 847. 
40u. s. Co~ress, congressional Globe, 41st Cong., 1st Sess. (Washington, 1869), 633. . . 
41Albert G. Brown was govemor from 1843-1848. He served as 
Senator in the 32:nd Congress but withdrew trom the Senate on 
January 14, l86l. 
42r.he Fitteenth Amendment had been approved by Congress an 
Februa17 26, l869 and was proclaimed to be in force on March 30, 
1870. Its ratification by the remaining three unreconstructed 
states was required by the Fifth Reconstruction Act. 
P1tth, we pledge ourselves one to another, disre-
garding color and former political opinions, to deal 
Justly by all men. and to secure perfect equall ty of 
civil and political rights to every one betore the law. 
Sixth, that we set ourselves sternly against all 
men, ot all races, and of every creed and color, who 
coae among us to make mischiet, and 1hat we extend a 
cordial greeting and hearty good-will to all men, of 
all parties, opinions. raoes or color, who oome with 
the genuine purpose ot living with us, and sharing in 
good faith our fortunes, Whether they be good or evil.43 
.$1 
!be Republicans met in convention July 2 to tor.mulate plana 
and to draw up a slate ot candidates tor the officers to be elec-
ted in conjunction with the constitutional reterendum. They took 
advantage ot the oppol'tun1tl' to state their position as tollowsl 
Pull and unrest rioted rights ot speeCh to all men, 
at all times and all plaoes, with the most oomplete and 
unrestrained freedom ot the ballot, inoluding protection 
to citizens in the exeroise of the suffrage must be recog-
ni.ed. 
. . . . . " " . . . . ., .. . . . . . " . . . .., . . . " . 
The tact that all men~ witho',lt regard to race, oolor, or 
previous conditIon, ara equal 'before the law; and that to 
be a freeman is to possess all the civil and political 
rights ot a citizen, are not only enduring truths, out 
the se~tl.d and per.manent doctrines ot the Republican 
party.L!4 
Both groups selected slates at oandidates, the ones tor the 
governorship being the most important and interesting. Each, tor 
obviousl7 politIcal reasons, chose a member of the OPPOSite camp. 
43Annual Plcloped1a, IX, 456. 
44McPherson, Political HistorI, 480. 
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The Democrats named Judge Louis Dent,45 a brother-in-law ot Presi-
dent Grant. He was also suppwted by the Conservative Republicans. 
The Radicals in the state nominated James L. Alcorn. Alcorn, an 
ex-Contedera te General who had been elected to the U. S. Senate 
during the period ot presidential restoration but who had not been 
seated, was a native ot Illinois who had been a resident ot Nis-
sissippi tor fitty y~s.46 !he Negro race, itselt, was 19nored 
completely in the parcelling out ot cand1dac1es.47 
The reterendum and elect10n were to be held November 3Q-Decem-
bar 1, 1869.48 The Repub11cana, determined that they would not 
again sutter the h'l1ll111atlng def'eat eXIBrienced in 1868, emphas1zec 
the organization ot the Negro vote which was already proceeding 
with increasing intenait'1. By this time, the white leadership of' 
the state Republican party had come principall., to consist of' 
Scalawags and Carpetbaggera. The Scalawag was a renegade. southern 
'W'l:1.1.,. consorted wi th Ne~oes or one who ca.me from a region 
where aeceasion had been opposed. A certa.in ex-ContedeNte 
4>Judge Dent married the ds.ughter ot .l\:tdge Blaine 01' Grenada, 
MiSSissippi in calitornia. Dur~ the later years 01' the war he 
had been a government lessee ot "abandoned" lands in Coahoma Coun-
ty in Mississippi. He _s a resident ot the county at the tirn8 ot 
Grant's eleotion to the presidency_ UPon Grant's invitation he 
went to live in the White House where he was residing at the time 
his name _s suggested tor the governorship. 
46Rowland, JIistorz £!. Miss1,s.sl,PE,i, II, 157. 
47Game:ra, 208. 
48Ib1d • 
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General Davis unflatteringly identified the Scalawag as a ". • • 
mean, low, dirty white man, who is capable of selling himself and 
his honor tor the sake 01' havIng an opportunity to plunder honest 
men, ••• We apply it to Southern 'White men whom we know have sold 
themsel ves for o1't1ce. "49 The Carpetbagger, who was a more con-
spicuous member 01' the party, was a Northerner who came South in-
tending to make his tortune out 01' disordered c ondl tions. The 
Carpetbaggers were especially active in Union League activitIes, 
and were charged with promising every Negro voter "torty acres and 
a mule."50 
To illustrate the means sometimes used by these Radicals to 
convert the Negro voter to their cause, the toll owing excerpt trom 
a Republican tract published at the t1me is givent 
Q. With which pal'ty should the colored man vote? 
A. The un10n Republioan party. Q. Why should the colored man vote with that party? 
A. Beoause that party made him tree and haa given him the 
:right to vote. 
~. Was Mr. Lincoln a Republican? 
A. He was a Republican President. 
Q. Are Republicans in tavor of universal freedom? 
A. !hey are. 
Q. Are the Radicals and the Republican::; ono and the same 
party' 
A. Yes, and they are in tavor 01' treedom and universal 
justice. 
Q. What is the meaning 01' the word Radical as applied to 
political parties and politicians? 
A. It means one who 1s in favor of going to the root of 
things J who is thoroughly in earnest; who desired that 
49vicksburg Herald, Janua~ 5, 1879, 1. 
5Op-leming, S •• suel, 193. 
slavery should be abolished, that every disability 
therewith should be oblIterated. not only from na-
tional laws but frpm '!fhOse ot every state in the 
Union. 
Q. To which party do the triends of the colored men in 
Congress belong? 
A. To the Republican party. 
Q. What is a Democrat? 
$4 
A. A member of that party which betore the rebellion sus-
tained every legislative act demanded by the slave. 
holders, such as the Fugitive Slave Law, and the at-
tempt made to toroe slavery upon the western territories. 
Q. Who said that a "negro had no rights that a white man 
was bound to respect'· 
A. Obier Justice Taney, a DemocNt. 
Q. Was this sentiment approved by the Democracy? 
A. It _s J and by them only. 
Q. What has the Democratic .. Conservative, or Copperhead 
party aver done tor the colored people? 
A. It has tried to keep them in slavery. and opposed 
giving them the benefit ot the Freedmen1s Bureau and 
Oivil Rights bills, and the right to vote. 
Q. Wb.7 oannot oolored men support the Democratio part,.? 
A. Because that party should disfranchise them, and it 
possible, return them to slavery, and certainly keep 
them in an interior position before the law. 
Q. With whom do the disloyal white men of the South de-
sire the colored men to Yote? 
A. With the Demoora tic party.. 
Q. Why do the Democrats pretend to be the best friends 
of the oolo1"ed men? • 
A. Because they contend they are of a lower race, and are 
therefore, happier in an inferior position or in slavery. Q. Are there any white persons who have always contended 
tor our libe~tJ? 
A. Yes,. there are lDtUlJ such. 
Q. '1'0 which party do these tried triends ot ours now belong? 
A. To the Republioan party. 
Q. 1'0 what party do the white people of the south belgp.g? 
A. !he larger portion belong to the Democratio party.>.L ~ 
Two ot the chief' instruments used by the Radicals tor the conver-
sion of the Negro voter were the Freedments Bureau and the Union 
a 
. 51"The Party or Freedom and Its candidates", United states 
~01it1c8,. 18$2-1870, III, 1-2. ., 
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League. The part played by the BUl'eau has already been explained, 
but the role ot the League has only been referred to. This organ-
ization, sometimes called the Loyal League. was a secret, oath-
bound organization. Every male Negro trom eighteen to seventy 
years old, and eVtJry' white man who would take the oath, were per-
mitted to' join. Few whites joined. but nearly all the Negroes 
within the specl.t'ied age limits did so. Through an appeal to the 
Negrots emotions, senses and desi~ tor material and political 
gain, and through taldng advantage ot his ignorance and la ok ot 
experience, the League leaders set out to make the freedmen their 
captives. Indoctrination sessions were regularly held, and socl 
events were numerous and lavishl7 supplied with refreshments.52 
The initiation cerameny was especially impressive to the Negro, 
as may be judged trol'l~ the toll owing t 
The candIdate was blindfolded outside &nd was led in, by 
the arm and required to kneel at the "altar", and place 
his hands upon the open Bible. The president ot the 
league called upon the chaplain to pray. He invoked the 
divine blessing upon the "poor benighted brother who was 
about to pasa t'rom the night ot bondage in slavery into 
the lIIIlrVeloua lite and light 0'1 treedom." Short pas .... 
sages trom the account 01' Moses leading the children ot 
I.rael t'rom Eg:r.ptian bondage were then read. Then the 
oandidate was catechized, something after this fashion. 
(A prompter answered the questions and the candidate was 
reQ.uired to repeat the answers.) ."what is your name?" 
"J1m Cruise" (or whatever it might be). "Are you a white 
man or a colored man?" "A colored man." "Were you born 
tree or a slave?" "A slave." "Are you now a slavs or a 
freedman 1" "A treedman, thank God. 1t "Who freed you 1" 
"Abraham Llncoln, bless God." "Who helped to free you?" 
52Rowland. H,1storz !:L Mississ,ipp1, II, 111-.3. 
"The army ot the Republican party." "Who tought to 
keep you in slavery?" "The white people of the South 
and the Demooratic party." "Who then, are your best 
friends?" "The Republican party and the Northern 
soldiers." "Whom do you want to hold all the oftices 
in this state and govern it, make and execute its 
laws?" "The Republicans and friends of the poor col-
ored man." "Suppose the Democrats oarry the elections 
and get back into power in the State?" "We would be 
put back i:at. 0 slavery." "God forbid." All: "Amen 
and -amen.",!:)' 
An oath of allegiance to the Republican party was then administere • 
The blindfold was removed, and a short talk on the blessings of 
libe~t7 was delivered.54 Through these and other methods of per-
suasion and conversion the Radicals were successful in enrolling 
100,682 Negro Republican 'voters by election time.55 
In ths meantime the Democrats, mostly native whites, had not 
tared nearly so well. The state was still under military rule, 
and the Whites had by now been deprived even of most of that 
leadership which was still politically vocal in and had made 
possible their viotory in 1868. They were now inadequat~ly led, 
were a Itpoor second" in the state, and their chief demand, under-
standably, was for a general amnesty.56 They entered the elec-
tion ot 1869 with only 76,110 registered voters.57 However, they 
53George H. Ethridge, Mississippi, !. Historz (Jackson, M1ss., 
n.d.) 323-324. 
54Ibid. 
-
55Fleming, Dooumentarz Historz, II, 44. 
56Flem1ng, ~eg,uel, 193. 
57Flem1ng, Documentarz HistorI' II, 44. 
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were not resouroeless. They turned to. those "underground" or 
partisan organizations whien had already proved of value in other 
southern states in the struggle against military ocoupation and 
reoonstruotion policies. These .e~e the XU Klux Klan and the 
Knights of the White camelia.sa The Klan, the South's &nawer to 
the union League, was the more important ot the two. Indicative 
ot its attitude towards Negro rights, especially the tranchise, 
are the toll owing three questions which were put to a candidate 
tor membership I 
Are you opposed to negro equality both social and political? 
Are you in tavor ot a White man's government in this coun-
tr,r'! 
Are you in favor ot re-entranchisament and emanoipation ot 
the white men ot the South, and tha restitution ot the 
Southern people to all their rights, alike proprietary, 
civil, and politloal?S9 
The nan, at tirst, only played upon the superstItion and igno:l'-
ance of the Negroes to keep them in line and away trom th.e 
polls.60 Latero. when it resorted to terrorism and violence, it 
fell into disrepute. insotar as the more substantial element ot 
the population was concerned. However, its role in the undoing 
ot Reconstruction was conslderab1e.61 
It was against this background that the registered voters ot 
58Flem1ng, ~e9.ue!., 19.3. 
S9Ethr1dge , .322. 
60stanley F. Horn, !e! Invisible Empire (Boston, 1939), 1.3. 
61Ibid., 150-154. 
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Mississippi went to the polls late in 1869. The white Democrats, 
despairing ot suooess in view ot Radical tactios, decided to let 
the election go by defe.ult.62 Insotar as the constItution is 
concerned, only 955 votes were cast against it. and 113.735 tor 
it. 1!le \iotal registration was 176,792.63 General Alcorn was 
overwhelmingly elected governor and his hand.pieked predecessor, 
Adelbert Ames, was Chosen to take the seat in the United States 
Senate for whiCh Alcorn had once been selected but bad never till 
Governo:r-elect Alcorn was apparently a realist or an oppor-
tunist who tried to travel the middle road. It seems that his 
policy was to control and utilize the Negro and yet. at the same 
time. to persuade the white m.n to ~oin the Republican Party.64 
!his is borne out b.1 a port!~n ot a letter which he wrote two 
months prior to his 1naug~tion to the Honorable George W. Harper 
ot Ra,monda 
I am a man of the day_ In the last contest I inquired 
not where the man battling at my side was born, I asked 
him not When he came into the state •••• I did not pause 
to look into the tace ot the man who fought under the 
banner I bore, and still bear, to ascertain the color ot 
his skin •••• By '1II:'J' honesty in dealing here with them, 
I ohallenge their honesty in dealing with me, and expect 
it they oome over to me, they will do so in perfeot good 
faith, as members of6the ~eat Republican party ot the State and the Union. 5 
62ftowland, Histo£l ~ Missisa1p2i. II, 156. 
63Ibid. 
64Ibid., 159. 
-
65M1ssissiPp1 Archives Dept., MSS., Alcorn Family Papers, 21 
• 
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Exce~pts trom his inaug~al add~ess ot MarCh 10, 1869 oonfirm 
this conclusion: "The military government which I have the hap. 
piness this day to bow out of the state, was no more a subjeot ot 
pleasure to me than it was to any other MissIssippian whose blood 
glows as mine does with the instInct of selt-government.n66 And 
againe l.'1Prom. me 1ndi vidually It the colo~ed people ot Kiss18Sippi 
bave ever7 reason to loOk tor a profound anxiety for the ~ealiza­
tion of theizt new rights ••• the most ~otound anxiety with 1Ihich 
I enter DrI ottice as Governor ot this state. 1s that 01' making the 
colored man the equal, before the law It 01' any other man-the eQual 
not in dead letter, but in l1vIng tact.a67 In his attempt to 
carrJ wate~ on both shoulders, to join the natIve and reeently 
arrived whites together with the Negro into one political torce. 
Alcorn made enemies among the tormer Whigs, the Democ~ts and 
the Republioans.68 
Grant.s first election and inauguration meant not oR1y RadI-
cal victory on the national levelJ it also meant tlEt now the Vin-
diotives could carry out their program in MissiSSippi without co~ 
t1nuously effect1ve oppos1t1on. It bas al~eady been seen that 
under these cond1tions the Oonst1tut1on ot 1868. whiCh incorpora-
ted some ot the provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment, was 
66Ib1d• 
67Ib1d _.
68aowland, Hlstor'l!!! M1ssiss1pgi, II, 159. 
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finally ratified by the end of 1869.69 But the question of the 
amendment, itself, remained unsettled. The lAississippi legisla-
ture had rejected it when it was first submitted to the states 
for action. Subsequently, Congress had ruled that one of the 
conditions for the readmission of the ex-Confederate states was 
ratification of the measure, and the Radicals greatly desired the 
completion of their southern program so that they could enjoy 
political support of the states of that area. Consequently, an 
additional federal measure was passed to the effect that in those 
states by which the amendment in question had not been approved, 
speoial legislatures chosen on the basis of Negro suffrage were 
to be .elected. and to them there was to be submitted the Four-
teenth tor the expected favorable action.70 Under these condi-
, 
tions, Mississippi finally ratified the measure. The amendment, 
itself, was proclaimed a part of the Constitution July 2" 1868, 
the required number of states having at last approved.71. 
Oontinuing his program of attempting to reooncile white and 
colored, Demoorat and Republioan, Governor Aloorn took immediate 
steps to move against extremism in both camps. He called in the 
leaders of both the nan and the League, and through them and 
691a:mes W. Garner, "'lb.e Pourteenth Amendment a.nd Southern 
Representation," South Atlantio guarterll, IV (Jan.-Oct. 1905), 
209. 
7%andall, 786. 
71 8 Ibid., 7 7 • 
• 
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other means discovered the names of their members and other se-
crets. Then, through persuasion and pressure he worked to curta! 
their activities and to bring about their dissolutlon.72 Under 
these circumstances, both organizations tended to languish for 
the remaining months that Alcorn was governor. However, the whit 
never relented in their continuous campaign of preventing the 
Negro fram voting and of thus recapturing the political control 
of the state. The poll tax was found to be an effective weapon 
in eliminating a large number of the extremely poor freedmen. 
Gerry:trBndering was another devise resorted to.7) One election 
district was laid out three-hundred miles long and twenty miles 
wide. The boundaries of "black" districts were changed tram time 
to time, and cannot today be even identified. Such measures were 
only a beginning, but were forerunners of a policy whereby the 
whites of MiSSissippi were before lang to negate the intent of 
the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amenanen ts for generations_. 
Thus, Mississippi passed into a new period of its chaotic 
political experiences since seceSSion. Confederate authority had 
been replaced by civil government organized under the presidenti 
program. That had given away to military rule introduced by the 
Radicals. And now, civil gove~ent had again been established, 
a government resting upon the Negro franchise and directed by 
72Alcorn Papers, 29. 
73Sm1th. Negro .!!l Congres~. 3. 
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adventurers and renegade native whites. Mississippi had been 
compelled to approve the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments. 
Be~ore a majority of the white population ot the state could 
devote its full attention to the overthrow of Reconstruction, 
they had once again to accept a measure to them humiliating and 
detestable. That measure was the Fifteenth Amendment. 
CHAPTER IV 
ADOPTION OF THE FIFl'EENTH AMENDMENT AND 
THE OVERTHROW OF RECONSTRUCTION 
As has been seen, the states of Mississippi, Virginia and 
Texas; inasmuCh as they had obstinately opposed the steps neces-
sar,y for reconstruction, were required to approved the Fifteenth 
in addition to the Fourteenth Amendment before being readmitted to 
the Union. l Fear on the part of the Radical Republicans that, 
sooner or later, the native southern whites might again cotne to 
power and repeal those provisions of their constitutions whereby 
the right of the Negro to vote was forever guara~teed, prompted 
Congress to enact the Fifteenth Amendment.2 Early in the first 
session of the Fortieth Oongress, a resolution had been introduced 
on March 7, 1867 proposing an amendment to the constitution which 
would prohibit a state fram abridging the right "to vote or hold 
office on account ot race, color, or previous condition."3 Howevel, 
~he Fifth Reconstruction Aot, passed in December, 1868, re-
quirec1 the approval of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. 
'oamer, SAQ, IV, 209. 
3u• S. Congress, Congressional Globe, 40th Cong., 1st Sess., 
March 7, 1867 (Washington, !857), 13. 
at this time, several northern states denied the ballot to the Ne-
gro, and the Radicals did not want to run the risk of losing votes 
over a matter which might become highly controversial in the cru-
cial elections of 1868.4 Therefore, the resolution was not voted 
out of committee until January 15, 1869, after the Radical victory 
was compl~te, and when it was presented upon the floor of the Sen-
ate by Senator William M. Stewart. It had been amended to read as 
followSf "The right of citizens of the United states to vote and 
hold office shall not be denied or abridged by the United States, 
or any State, on account o.f race, color, or previous condition of 
servitude."5 The Senate passed the resolution on February 17.6 
The House amended it by striking out the words, "by the United 
states", which would have left Congress with absolute control over 
Negro suffrage in violation of states rights. A short time later 
the words, "and hold office", were also oraitted for the sake of 
finally arriving at an agreement.7 The measure was submitted to 
the states for ratification. With eight of the ex-Confederate 
states under carpetbag control and the remaining three still under 
military rule, the affirmative vote of that section was assured. 
4aenjamin B. Kendrick, Journal of the Joint Committee ot Fit-
!!!!! Ell .;.;R.:;.ec.;;.o;,;n .. s... t ;;.ru.;;;.c.;;.t;;;;i;,;o_n (New !ork, 19nn;-r:xXI, ~06. - - -
Su. S. Co~.ss, Congressional Globe, 40th Cong., 3rd Sess. 
(Washington, 1869), 319. 
6 IbId., 1,318. 
-
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Enough of the remaining states of the Union ratified to make it 
possible for the amendment to be declared adopted Marcil 30, 1870.8 
The state of Mississippi, already having approved the Fourteenth 
, 
and now, in the meanwhile, having accepted the Fifteenth Amendment, 
was considered tor readmission. Inasmuch as she had thus finally 
met with all of the requirements oontained in the Reoonstruction 
Acts, her constitution was approved, her Senators and Representa-
tives were invited to take their seats, and she was formally re-
oeived February 23, 1810.9 
!he wording of the Fifteenth Amendment is merely negative; it 
does not positively confer the vote upon a single Negro •. Any law 
made expressly tor the purpose of denying or abr1dg1ng the right 
of a c1tizen to vote on account of his race would be in violation 
of the amendment, but the oontrol of suffrage was left with the 
states, Which might prohibit the Negro from voting on grounds othel 
than race, without violating its terms. The purpose of tQ,e articlE 
was to ensure the emanoipa tion of the Negro, provide for his pro-
tection, and guard him against state discrimination on account of 
color. President Grant, in a special congratulatory message, SpOk4 
of the amendment as "a measure which makes at once 4,000,000 of 
people voters, who were heretofore deolared by the highest tribunaJ 
8U. S. Congress, Co~essional Globe, 41st Cong., 2nd Sess. (washington, 1870), 2290. .• , 
9.Revised Code of the Statute ~ ~ Mississippi (Jackson, 
1871), b7b. - --
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of the land not citizens, nor eligible to become so."lO However, 
the southern Negroes had already voted under the Reconstruction 
Acts. So far as they were conoerned, it appeared as if the amend-
ment accomplished little, at least for the time being. 
The condItions which existed in Mississippi, beginning in 
1870 after the firm hand of military l~le had been removed and 
civil government, even though carpetbag, had been established, can 
well be imagined. The native white majority now saw a greater 
opportunity to unseat those in power: the Carpetbaggers and Scala-
wags were determined to hold on to their offices and control; the 
Negroes were equally as determined to let nothing take. place which 
might lessen their political and civil rights and economic oppor-
tunities. ll No social order could long exist under conditions such 
as those created by the various political organizations formed to 
hamper or perpetuate the free exercise of the franohise. I.The elec-
tions alwaya went Republioan since the Negroes, Scalawags, and 
Carpetbaggers had control of the Republican Party. Governor Aloorr., 
in an address at the courthouse at Raymond, said: "My countrymen, 
it has been said that the Republican party in MissiSSippi 1s com-
posed of myself, a rew carpetbaggers, and the Negroes--and I th1nk 
lOJabez L. Curry, The Southern States of the American Union 
(Richmond, 1895), 221, 'O'Iting PresIdent Grant ina congratulatory 
message on the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment. 
11 Mangum , 388. 
that that is correct. n12 
For many years the Negroes supported the Republican Party, 
since it was Lincoln's party and to them it stood for £reedom and 
rights. Election day in the early '70's was a great holiday for 
the Negroes supporting the Republican Party. They felt that the 
ballots they cast would determine whether they would continue to 
enjoy their freedom or be returned to servitude. The election of 
a Democrat to them would have been a calamity.13 As the processes 
of carpetbag rule unfold&d, honest men in the South felt increaSing 
disgust. 
Priction between the Repnblicans and the Democrats in Missis-
sippi soon reached its haight.14 On one occaSion, a number of 
people were killed in a riot which developed at Meridian. On an-
other, a disturbance arose at Pontotoc, and similar riots developed 
in different parts of the state. Governor Alcorn offered ,from $$00 
to $$,000 tor any information that would lead to the conv~ction of 
anyone who rode with the "midnight bands," and asked the lD gi81&-
ture to authorize a reward of $2$,000.15 
Alcorn, who had been fairly moderate, resigned his pOSition 
121. Calvin Well~, "Reconstruction and Its Destruction in Hind~ 
County", PMHS, IX (1900), 91. 
-
lJaaitord E. Sumner, ttThe Negro as a Political Factor in Mis-
Sissippi", Unpublished Master's Thesis (University of l,ussisaippi, 
Oxf'ord, 1940), 4. 
14Rowland, History 2£ Mississlpp!, II, 167. 
15Ethrldge, 349. 
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as governor on November 30, 1870, to aocept a seat in the United 
states Senate for the term beginning March 4.16 He was succeeded 
by Ridgley C. Powers, who temporarily became provisional governor 
but who was not inaugurated until the 30th of November, ,1871.17 
Be, too, proved to be reasonable in the application of his policies~ 
It was not until 1873 that MiSSissippi was to see true oarpetbag 
rule. It came about in this way. 
It will be remembered that Mississippi's senior senator was 
Adelbert Ames, who was now joined by his new colleague, Alcorn. 
In 1872 and 1873 Alcorn and Ames were engaged in a "bitter feud" 
and denounoed each other frequently on the floor of the United 
states Senate.18 The result of this affair was that each announoec 
for the Governorship of MissiSSippi in the election of 1873. Al-
corn had denied before the Senate that Ames was a citizen of Mis-
sissippi. Ames defended himself by saying that he had fought hi. 
way into Mississippi during the war and had a right to be ~here. 
He ridiouled Alcorn's military reoord in the Confederate Army. 
saying he was disloyal to his friends and to the Negro race whiCh, 
he asserted, Alcorn failed to protect during his time as governor. 
In the Republioan state convention which followed, Ames received 
the solid support of the Negroes. The offices of lieutenant 
16Ibid• 
17Ibid., 351. 
-
18Ibid., 353. 
-
governor, seoretary ot state and superintendent ot eduoation were 
lett open tor Negro candidates.19 It will be noted that this was 
the first oooasion upon which Negroes were allowed to participate 
in state politios as possible offioe-holders, not merely as regime~. 
ted voters.20 Ames was elected by a vote of 69,870 to 50,490 for 
Aloorn against the opposition of the Liberal Republicans, the Demo-
crats, and the Independent Conservatives; also, through the skill-
ful marshalling of the tremendous Negro vote and through outright 
fraud. 21 On Januar.1 22, 1874, he was installed. "From the time 
he [Ames] DS elected to the time of his resignation, oarpetbag 
government, with all its implications, together with the tieroe 
opposition whioh it engendered, was asoendant in M1ss1ssipp1."22 
He was espec1ally adept at controlling the Negro through the ma-
chinations ot the Union League, whioh tlourished during his regime. 
He was a dull man himself, and appointed ignorant and corrupt pub-
lic officials, mostly Negroes and Carpetbaggers.24 The p~ople had 
no reoourse to the courts, since he appointed his henohmen to 
19Frank Johnston, "The Public Servioes ot Senator James Z.· 
George," PMHS, VIII (1904), 202-203. 
-
2OJ:bid. 
-
21Wirt Armistead Cate, Luoius ~ • .9.- Lamar (Chapel IIill, 1935). 
205. 
22Alcorn Papers, 36. 
2~thridge, 355. 
24cate, 205. 
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judicial positions and dictated their deoisions.25 Lucrative jobs 
.ere reserved for the supporters of Ames. Of him, a critic wrote 
at the timet 
The Ames Republicans (in Mississippi) have unscrupulously 
used the ignorance and greed of the negroes to help them 
in their political schemes. controlling the negro vote 
and using it as a solid mass, they have put into suCh of-
fices as county supervisors and treasurers, as well as in-
to the Legislature, negroes who were often not only unable 
to read and write, but who were notoriously corrupt and 
corrupting demagogues. For instance, the late treasurer 
ot Rinds county, in which the state capital lies, was. 
negro who could neither read nor write, and who was killed 
by another negro a tew weeks ago for a disgraceful in-
trigue. In the last Legislature were several negroes who 
could neither read nor write. It bas happened that the 
members of a grand jury .ere totally illiterate. A city 
government was to be elected last August in Vicksburg, 
and the Republicans nominated for mayor a white man at 
the time under indictment for twenty-three offenses, and 
for aldermen, seven colored men, most of them of low Char-
acter, and one White man who could neither read nor write, 
the keeper of a low gro~ery. • • • Of the present super-
visors of Warren county (Vicksburg), the president and 
two others cannot read. It is a notorious fact that Gov-
ernor Ames bas appointed to judioial plaoes men ignorant 
of law, and that he has used his appointing power to' 
shield oriminals, who were ~Gs adherents, and to cor~pt 
the judiciary of the State. 
The means whereby MiSSissippi and the other southern states 
were to be relieved of carpetbag and Negro rule had already ap-
peared as early as 1870. In the elections of that year, the 
Northern Democrats had considerably increased their voting power 
and had deprived the Radicals of their two-thirds control of the 
25Garner, 302-303. 
260harles Nordhoff, The Cotton ~tates !a ~ Spr!nB !a£ ~­
~ 2f. 1815... (New York, 1'B'7l», n.p. 
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House. 27 By 1872, things were even more hopeful. Many Republi-
cans, especially of the Mid-West, had by this time rejected RadicaJ 
domination and had formed themselves into a wing of the party 
termed Liberal Republican. Among their foremost demands were thOSE 
to end Reconstruction, to restore civil rights to the ex-Confeder-
ates, and 'thus to conciliate the South.28 The Radicals had to 
appease them by agreeing to the Amnesty Act of May, 1872. 29 The 
way was thus open, as the effects of this measure were gradually 
felt in the South, for the disfranchised whites again to vote and 
hold office, and consequently to end carpetbag rule. 
In spite of the growing power of Northern Democrats and Liber-
al Republicans, the Radicals were able to reelect Grant in 1872. 
still assured of an almost so11d vote from the South, they gained 
enough support throughout the rest of the nation to return him to 
office.30 However, the writing was upon the wall, and it ,was in-
evitable that the whole reconstruction structure would soOn crumblE. 
The first approach of the Mississippi ex-Confederates to the 
problem or restoring native white rule was to win the support of 
and control the Negro vote.31 There was little thought, at this 
27u. S. Oongress, House Miscellaneous Documents, No. 53, 40th 
Cong., 3d Sess., (Washlng£on, 1869), 94, ~74. 
28nusols» 448. 
29Annual Czclop!ed1:.!., XII, 372. 
30John R. Lynch, Facts .2! Recons,truction (New York, 1913), 95. 
31sumner, 6-7. 
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early date, of the dlsfranehisoment of the Negro by state law. ThA 
assumption was that the Wegro vote was permanent and inevitable, 
and thus should be directed to servo the white mants purposes. 32 
Southern leaders, onoe overwhelmingly of the planter class, were 
now, 'in addition, golng into, or were soon to go into industry, 
railroading, banking, and merchandising. Still constituting a 
small minority ot the population, they gradually took on a new 
politioal label, Bourbon, and the control ot the political des-
tinies of their sectioD, largely through the manipulation ot the 
Negro vote.33 
As the Mississippi ex-Contederates were reenfranchised, they 
immediately threw their support behind the Democratic Party, the 
Wh.i te Man's Pa rty. A conflict between growing Demoora ts and en-
trenched Republicans was i.nevitable. The oolored vote was the 
crucial faotor in this struggle, and the party whioh could control 
it would control the state. 
The Democratic party organ, the Jackson Clarion, says of the 
oolored people at this time: 1fWhile they have been naturally 
tenacious of their newly-acquired privileges, their general con-
duct will bear them witness that they have shown consideration for 
the feelings of the whites."34 The colored people had shown no 
32UoNaily, PMHS, I, 288. 
-
33I,ynoh, 114 • 
.341 bid , 
-
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desire to rule or dominate the white people. and no color-line 
would have arisen had not the Democratic Party tried to prevent t~ 
newly emancipated race from exercising their full constitutional 
rights, especially the right to hold office.35 Democrats attemptec 
to persuade Negroes and white Radicals that their best course was 
to vote Democratic. This idea they forcefully carried out in the 
"Mississippi Plan," to be discussed shortly. whiCh was imitated 
in other states.36 Of this condition John R. LynCh wrote: 
Our system of government is supposed to be one of law and 
order, resting upon the consent of the governed, as ex-
pressed through the peaceful medium of the ballot. In 
all localities where the local public sentiment is so dis-
honest, so corrupt, and so demoralized, as to tolerate the 
oommission of election frauds, and shield the perpetrators 
from justice, such people must be made to understand that 
there is patriotism enough in this country and sufficient 
love of justice and fair play in the hearts of the Ameri-
can people to prevent any party from gaining the ascendenoy 
in the government that relies upon a fraudulent ballot and 
a false return as the chief source of its support. J7 
The emergenoe of a political oolor-line in the early' post ... 
• Civil War history of Mississippi and of the other southern states 
is accounted for in several ways. First, the Republicans had en-
franchised the oolored man, originally by law and then by the Con-
stitution, and had done everything possible to convert him to the 
Republican party through gratitude, hope for gain, and fear of 
southern white (Democratic) retribution. Second, the Democrats, 
35Ibid., 114-115. 
36Simldns, 206. 
37DuBois, 450, citing a speerih of John R. Lynch. 
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their civil rights restored. did not allow the Negroes to choose 
individually and freely between the two parties. They would vote 
Democratic or not at all. Under no circumstances w~uld they be 
allowed to hold office. At this, the Negroes at first rebelled. 38 
Hence, the question of political aff1liation oame to be a matter 
of color. The Democratic Party was the party of the white man; thE 
\ 
Republican, the pa~y of the colored. The whole matter in re3Qrd 
to the emerging color-line is best illust~ated by the following 
statement of Judge H. H. Miller: 
I think I understand the meaning and import of the term 
"color-line", as understood in this state. For some years 
after the war the white oitizens of Mississippi made an 
earnest effort to accommodate themselves to the new con-
ditions ot affairs, and undertook to assimilate themselves 
with the negro-voting population, and they endeavored to 
hold out every induoement to that class to discard all 
questions of mere condition originating from color. and 
1n conventions, both State and county, for the nomination 
of public officers L, carrying out this plan. they put 
upon our tickets colored men for various political posi-
tions. This effort was continued for six years, but·met 
with no success. It became a well-reoognized fact that 
every colored man who permitted his name to be put u~on 
the tioket of what was called either the democrat1c or 
conservative party, was immediately ostracised by his own 
race, and no matter what had been the previous position 
with his race and party of any such individual, the ac-
ceptanoe of such a nomination resulted in his being 1~ 
med1ately discarded by the party. After many unsuccess-
ful efforts 1n that direction. a feeling grew up in the 
conrnun1ty that it was impossible to conciliate that slem6nt; 
that the difficulties in the way of such conciliation were 
insurmountable; that the prejudices of that race were con-
tinually employed against the whites by appeals made to 
them by what are generally known as carpet-baggers, politi-
cal adventurers, and some of the worst elements of our 
38Wharton, 152. 
race. These appeals were made to them upon the ground 
that the whites were their natural enemies. Exaggerated 
statements were constantly made to them of the cruelties 
and punishments that had been inflicted upon them while 
they were in a state of slavery; that the democratic or 
conservative party would ultimately reduce them to a con-
dition of slavery, and that their only safety was in 
strictly adhering to the republican party. Every element 
of discord that could possibly be imagined by these peo-
ple was constantly kept before them, and the result was 
that in every election, State, county, and municipal, for 
a series or years the negroes were voted almost in solid 
mass and almost even oarried to the polls as if in mili-
tary array, each body under its leaders and subordinates, 
where they would remain until whole columns were voted, 
the leaders handing to each voter his ticket as he stood 
by the ballot-box to deposit it, and in many cases the 
leader depositing the ballot himself. This condition cC 
things produced what is known as the flcolor-line." The 
"color-line" means that the whites of this State have 
become satisfied that it is useless turther to attempt 
75 
to coalesce with tho negro element in voting; that it has 
been demonstrated by experience that that class at the 
community is incapable 01' properly administering the duties 
ot any office tor the benefit of the community; that there-
tore it has been determined tor the future that none but 
white men will be nominated or voted ror otfice by persons 
who lavor the color-line in this State; but that with no 
intention 01' d~priv1ng the colored citizens ot the right 
ot franChise, or or any rights guaranteed to them by the 
Constitution or its amendments, or the law8 01' Congreps, 
or 01' the State of ~ssia8ippi •••• They feel that they 
are driven to tha "color-line" by the fact that the 
oolored element has adhered to suCh a line ever since 
they were investad with the rights of citizens.39 
Sickened by the excesses and corruption of the Ames adminis-
tration and aware 01' their restored political power, the Democratic 
whites determined to tolerate it no longer. A convention was 
called on January 4, 1875, irrespective of color or party, to 
discuss the ills under wh1ch all sutfered and to draw up suggestiol's 
39u. S. Congress, House, House Report !2. 265, 43rd Cong., 
2nd Sess. (Washington, 1875), jl. 
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for legislative aotion.4o John R. Lynch, speaking again, this time 
in derenso of the conditions against which the Democrats were pro-
testing, declared that the Carpetbagger never had absolute control 
of the Mississippi government. This may be literally true, but it 
is obvious, from Lynch's own statement, that the Carpetbagger had 
virtual control: 
Taking Mississippi tor purposes of illustration, it will 
be seen that there has never been the slightest ground tor 
such en apprehension. No colored man in the state ever 
oocupied a judicial position above that ot Justioe of the 
Peace and very tew aspired to that position. or seven 
state otticers only one, that ot Secretary of state, was 
tilled by a colored man, until 1873. when colored men were 
eleoted to three of the seven offioes,--Lieutenant-Gover.nor, 
Seoretary of state, and State Superintendent of Education. 
Of the two United states Senators and seven members of the 
lower house ot Congress not more than one colored man 00-
cupied a seat in eaCh house at the same time. Of the hun-
dred and fitteen members of the House,--which composed the 
total membership of the state Legislature prior to 1814,--
there were never more than about seven colored men in the 
Senate and forty in the lower house. Of the ninety-s.even 
members that composed the Constitutional Convention of 1868 
but seventeen were colored men. The composition of bhe 
lower house of the State Legislature that was elected in 
1811 is as follows: 
Total membership, one hundred and fifteen. Republi-
cans, sixty-six; Democrats, forty-nine. Colored members, 
thirty-eight. White members, seventy-seven. White major-
ity, thirty nine. 
or the sixty-six Republicans thirty-eight were col-
ored and twenty-eight, white. There was a slight increase 
in the colored membership as a result of the election ot 
1873, but the colored men never at any time had control ot 
the State Government nor of any branch or department there-
ot, nor even that of any county or municipality. Out ot 
seventy-two counties in the State at that time, electing 
4Ocate, 206. 
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on an average twenty-eight offioers to a oounty, it is 
safe to assert, tta t not over five out of one-hundred ot 
such orticers were colored men. • • .There was, thererore, 
never a time when thnt class or whi te men known as Carpet-
baggers bad absolute control or the state Gover.nment, or 
that ot any district, p~unty or municipality, or any branch 
or department thereot.~ 
The convention reterred to above was the opening move of a 
revolution which in a very short time ended in the overthrow ot 
Reconstruction in Mississippi. Its organization was prompted 
principally by the tact that the political power of the state was 
held by a tew alien white men, and by tewer renegade native whites 
who were backed by an electorate having a Negro majority or rorty 
thousand. Under these circumstances, Negroes had been elected 
lieutenant governor, secretary or state, state superintendent of 
education, and speaker.42 However, the leaders of the convention 
movement realized that they must act without coming into conflict 
with the federal government and without provoking tederal, armed 
interferenoe. 'To this end, they called upon the sympathetio 
Senator James Z. George, who had succeeded to Ames' seat in the 
United States Senate, to take the lead in the overthrow of the 
Ames government and in the restoration of white supremacy in the 
state.43 
4lLynch, 441. 
42.rohnston, 202-203. 
43Ibid., 204. 
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Under Georgets leadership, the convention opened in Jackson 
on May 17, 1875. It was deliberately set at this time because 
state elections were to take place in the fall of that year.44 OnE 
of the most active convention participants, Lucius Q. C. Lamar,45 
presented the following set of resolutions to be offered for adop-
tion by lecal organizations throughout the state: 
Resolved, That we are in favor of a vigorous and aggres-
sive canvass in the contest now approaching in ?tissis-
Sippi, and we appeal to our fellow-citizens throughout 
the State to unite with us in our endeavors by Legiti-
mate means to regain control of our public affairs, and 
thus secure to all classe8, white and black, the bless-
Ings of a just and honest government. 
Resolved, That we favor low taxes and an immediate re-
duction of all public expenditures. 
Resolved, That honesty and capacity are the only proper 
tests of offlcial fitness. 
Resolved, That all men are equal before the law, and are 
endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights, 
amongst which is not to hold office unless the aspirant 
possesses the int~~rity and other qualifications neoessary 
to its execution.40 
Lamar strongly opposed the belief that party lines should 'be based 
upon color or race.47 
The reality that the convention aotually did transcend party 
lines is borne out by the fact that another of its most outspoken 
44oate, 217. 
45During the war Lamar was a diploma tic agent for the Confed-
erate government. At the close of the war he turned to a policy 
of oonoiliation. In 1876 he was elected to the United States Sen-
ate, and subsequently served as the Secretary of the Interior and 
United states Supreme Court Justice. He was renowned as both a 
scholar and a statesman. 
46cate, 218. 
47Ibid• 
-
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supporters was Thomas Walton, a Mississippi planter who was a 
southern white Republican. He expressed the idea prevalent among 
the whites when he said: 
••• the negroes are banded together for the purpose of 
governing the country and expending its money regardless 
of any cons1deration except to promote personal ends, and 
that they are determined to support each other to a very 
largQ extent irrespect1ve of the claims of vl1~ue and 
intelligence; and the whites are just as determined tp 
hold together and prevent that thing from being done.48 
The chief result ot the Convent10n of 1875 was the decision 
that the whites must w1n the elections of that year and thus end 
Reconstruction in the state. To ettect this, the "Mississippi 
Plan" was conceived and adopted. It was a plan whereby, if the 
NegI'o voted, he was to vote Democratic.49 To compel him to do so, 
persuasion, threats, even violence were to be used.50 The CWM-
paign developed into a veritable civil war.51 The Bourbons forced 
the Negroes, at the point ot guns, to listen to "streams of abuse" 
from Democratic orators. At Clinton, fifteen thousand Neg~oes 
and one hundred whites were attending a Republican barbeoue when 
Democrats fired into the orowd. Armed mobs moved in from various 
48Plem1ng, Documentarl Historz, II, 401, citing Thomas Waltonts 
view on Negro participation In tne government. ,. 
49u• s. Congress, Senate, Senate Committee Report, 42nd Cong., 
2nd Sess. (Washington, 1870), II, i5, 41. 
50 Ibid. 
51Flem1ng, Documenta~ History, II, 394, oiting the Missis-
aippi Eleotions ot 1875. 
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cities and at least fifty Negroes were killed on sight. Letters, 
suCh as the following, poured in upon Governor Ames: "I beg you 
most fully to send the United states soldiers here; they have hung 
six more men since the killing of Mr. Fawn. and they wontt let 
the republican have no tioket ••• ; fighting comense just I were 
closuing,.2 two killed ••• help, send troop and arms pleas. . .. 
Send help, help, troops. •• "$2 From Warren County came a letter 
fram one hundred and eight Negroes who couldn't vote, for they 
said: "We cannot hold a meeting of no description without being 
molested and broken up and fUrthern our lives are not safe at nor 
in our cabins, and therefore we deem it unwise to make a target of 
our body to be shot down like dogs and have no protection, •• "53 
In the meantime, the Democrats were organizing allover the 
state into companies, and in some cases were drilling. They elec-
ted officers and armed themselves with rifles, guns and pistols. 
They rode around the countryside at night, threatening to kill the 
• 
oolored men if they voted the Republican ticket, assaulting and 
beating them.54 
Ames first appealed to President Grant for Federal troops. 
He wrote to Attorney-Genera1 Edward Pierrepont, saying: "Let the 
$2Wharton, 192. 
$3Ibid • 
........... 
54MiSSiSSiiti in 1875, Reports of the Select Committee to In-
quire ~o thessYisrppt Election of 1875 (Washington, 1876), II 
Amite County, Letter II. 
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odium, in all its magnitude descend on me. I cannot esQape. I 
am conscious in the discharge of my duty toward a class of Americax 
citizens Whose only offense consists in their color, and which I 
am powerless to protect."» However, Pierrepont answered, "The 
whole public are tired of these annual autumnal outbreaks in the 
South," and did nothing.56 Later, Ames said in regard to this re-
ply, "This flippant utterance of Attorney-General Edward Pierre-
pont was the way the executive branch of the National government 
announced that it had decided that the reconstruction acts of Con-
gress were a tailure."57 President Grant refused to send help un-
til the governor had used all bis own available resources to ob-
tain peace.58 
Ames then turned to the state militia, and intended to employ 
Negro companies for defense purposes. Both the Negroes and whites 
were alarmed at this drastic move, for they knew that at its first 
appearance the Negro militia would be slaughtered and tha~ Federal 
troops lIOuld then take over. When large scale conflict seemed 
about to break out, a "Peace Agreement" was consented to, based on 
the provision that the Democrats would permit the Negroes to voteJ 9 
55wharton, 193, cIting Ames' letter to Attorney Gen. Pierrepo t. 
56Ibid• 
-
57M1sslssippl Archives Dept., MSS, J. W. Garner Papers. 
58williarn A. Dunning, Reconstruction, Political and Economic 
Vol. XXII of The American NatIon: I HIs torI. ed. Aloert Bushne!! 
Hart, 28 vols~ew York, 19d4-191~),' 279. 
59 James Steward Allen, Reconstruction, The Battle for Demo-
cracy 1865-1876 (New York, 19j1), 199. - - -
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This sounded the "death knell" of the Radioal Republican party in 
the state, for the Mississippi Plan worked as it was planned so to 
do. 60 
On election day itself many of the counties were unusually 
quiet. Other sections, however, were not so peaoeful.61 "Acoi-
dents" happened to Negroes oarrying Republioan tickets.62 To cite 
one example, at Forest it was arranged tor boys with whips to rush 
suddenly into the orowd of Negroes. The voters teared that this 
was the beginning ot an outbreak and left in a panic.63 This ac-
tion was in complianoe with an artiole previously written tor the 
ReslsteT~. "A white man In a white man's place. A black man in a 
blaok man's place. Each according to the 'eternal fitness of 
thi~8,.n64 Demoorats gained a large majority in the legislature, 
ohose tour out ot six Congressmen, and elected nearly all oounty 
ottlclals. 65 In Yazoo, tor example, the Republican vote In 1873 
had been 2,427--and in 1875, it was 7.66 President Grant • 
6Oxbld. 
-6~. S, Congress. Senate. ~;9a • .i! Report !.2. ~, 44th Cong., 
1st Sess. (Washington, 1876), 
62vvharton, 195. 
63porrest Cooper, "Reconstruotion in Soott County", priHS, 
XIII (1909), 175-176. ----
64wrutrton, 184. 
65A.llen, 199. 
66Ibid. 
-
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commented on the new regime. "Mississippi is governed today by 
officials chosen through fraud and violence such as would scarcely 
be accredited to savagea, much less to "civilized and Christian 
people. "67 
Upon the completion of the revolution of 1875, the Negroes, 
according"to the Democrats. were never so contented end happy.68 
In opposition to this idea, one Negro from Noxubee County wrote 
to Governor Ames: ~e are anxious for you to know the condition 
of our county. Here is about 25.000 raticals of we colored popu-
lation never got to cast a vote. • • The Democrats have been shoot ... 
ing and raring around this two months ••• Although we colored 
people wish to have peace, but I do say we cannot live at this 
rate. ,,69 
When the new legislature met early in 1876, the process of 
terminating the power of Negro and carpetbag rule was carried out 
immediately and thoroughly. The legialature impeached the lieute 
ant-governor. forced the resignation of the superintendent 
catIon, and proceeded to dispose of Ames.70 The governor denounce 
the legislature as illegal, but when impeachment procedings were 
brought against him he resigned his office on May 29, 1876, on the 
67Ibid. 
68wharton, 199. 
69senate Report !2. ~, 44th Cong., 1st Sess., 1876, 73. 
7<\vharton, 197. 
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oondition that impeachment charges be dropped.71 
This native ~lite victory in the election of 1875 marked "the 
beginning of the end" of Negro political activity in the state, 
although until 1890, when they were practically disfranohised, Ne-
groes continued to constitute a limited factor in politics.72 
In March of 1876. apparently to aid the Republicans in the 
Presidential e1eotion that was approaching, the Senate passed a 
resolution provid:tng for the appointment of the Boutwell Committee 
to investigate the Mississippi elections of 1875. 73 Bruoe,74 
speaking 1n favor of this committee, pointed out that in "1£Lssis-
sippi the Republicans had had a majority of 20,000 in 1873; now 
they had a minority of 30,000. Nothing but fraud and intimidation 
could account, in his mind, for suoh a large shift, since Negroes 
made up ninety-five per oent of the Republican Party and nothing 
had oocurred to make them change. "75 
The Boutwell Committee admitted that the Democratic ~ictory 
was due to terror and outrages against the Negroes,76 that the 
71Dunning, 280. 
72Jesse T. Wallace, A Histo~ of the Negroes 2! MlssissiPei 
~~-~820 (Clinton, ~iss., 21J,~. 
73Speech of the Hon. E. C. Walthall of Miss. in the United 
states Senate, August 27, 1888 (Washington, 1888), 3. 
74Blanohe K. Bruce, elected to the Senat e in 1874, was the 
only Negro in American history to serve a regular term in the 
Senate. 
758mi th, Negro !!! C,ol}Sress, 29. 
76A11en, 199. 
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legislaturo elected in this manner was not a legal body, and that 
the state was "under the control of political organizations oo~ 
posed largely of' armed tlen whose common purpose is to deprive the 
Negroes of' the free exeroise of' the ri~lt or suffrage and to esta~ 
11sh and maintain the supremacy of the whl to-llne Damocl"lacy. "77 
However, of the wltnesses examlned upon the condition of' affairs 
in Miss1ssipri bJ" the Committee, n.one were Demooratio and only 
two were oitizens ot the State. These were former Governor Shar-
key and Judge Hill. Nothing was done about the l'eport, however, 
exoept to publish it, and this aot mada known the intel~al affairs 
ot the state. 78 
It was in this manner that Misslssippi esoaped from the pat-
tern designed tor it by the Radicals through the Reoonst~tction 
Aots. The means were sometimes illegal and Violent, but the re-' 
sults were the establlehment of' the only way of life aooeptable to 
a majority of the native whites. However, the Fifteenth Amendment 
was still on the books. It will be interesting to see first, how 
the Bourbons exploited it for their own purposes, and then what 
steps were tinally taken to negate its provisions. 
77McPherson, Political Historz, 236. 
78walthall, 3. 
CHAPTER V 
THE INTERIM, 1875-1890 
The period from 1867 to 1890 has been called the "golden era" 
of the Negro in Mississippi, insofar as participation in politics 
is concerned. During these years he played a vital part, even 
though a continuously decreasing one, in political activity. His 
role and contributions from 1867 to 1875 have bean traced. During 
the latter year, his friends in the exercise of power, the Carpet-
baggers and Scalawags, were unseated and many fled the state. 
Their place was taken by theBourbons, the native white aristocracy 
mostly ex-Confederato, which included not only the old planter 
class but also leaders 01' prominonoe in newer economic fields. It 
was the lot of the Bourbons to deoide immediately what was to be 
done about the Negro franohise, one of the left-overs of Reoon-
struction. 
The recapture of the oontrol of the southern states by the 
native ~lite upper-olasses was made even more firm as a result of 
national developments of this time. l In the presidential elee-
tions of 1876, as a result of the first returns, the Democrats 
leate, 218. 
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were only one electoral vote short of electing their candidate, 
Samuel J. Tilden. However, the returns from three southern states 
South Carolina, Florida and Louisiana, still under carpetbag rule, 
were in dispute. Aftar much maneuvering and improvising, a com-
promise was agreed upon between the leaders of the two parties. 
The Republicans we.r>e to receive t~se and other contested electo 
votes, and thus seat their candidate, Rutherford B. Hayes. The 
5uid pro guo gl"anted the Democrats was the agreement that the 
occupation troops should be removed from the three states Mantione 
above, and thus Reconst~wtion in them would come to an end. This 
was done, and there emerged the Solid South, a section of white 
supremacy and of the Democratic Party, which has remained an almos 
unbroken and unchanged entity down to the present day.2 
The means whereby the Bourbons of Mississippi, as well as 
those of the other southern states, wel"e able to maintain. them-
selves in power in spite of their strictly limited numberL\ was 
this. The l'llajority of the Negroes was concentrated in a number of 
plantation counties called "black" counties. The great mass of 
the whites, termed yeomen or small farmers, lived in counties 
termed "white" counties. The Bourbons lived, two or three familie 
each, in the black counties. They so apportioned representation 
in the state legislature that the black counties heavily outvoted 
the white counties. The docile Negro, recently the tool of the 
2Randall, 878. 
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Reconstruction1st, now voted as he was directed by his former mas-
ter, the Bourbon. Thus, the Mississippi aristocracy was able to 
dictate state policy for a number of years through the control of 
the Negro vote, and the majority of the whites, small farmers, had 
little voice in government. 
Obviously, the Bourbons had no interost in the disfranchise-
ment of the Negro. Lucius Q. C. Lamar, t1Pical of his class, de-
clared that disfranchisement was undesirable. He asserted, furthel , 
that it was a political impossibility short ~f revolution, and eve 
if it were possible, the South would not permit it.3 
In spite of these developments many Negroes and whites, who 
could, continued to vote Republican, but in decreasing numbers. 
Republican control of municipal government practically disappeared 
except 1n Jackson, where Republican white mayors and aldermen held 
on to control of office until 1888.4 The Bourbons brought about 
the gradual decline of the Republicans, frequently through fraud 
• 
and suppression of free suffrage.5 In this, they were supported 
by the Yeomen. Ele cttons became "farcical formalities. ,,6 Of this 
Situation, the following was said: 
3eorner Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South, 1~77-l913, 
Vol. IX of A HistoVe of the :South, Ga'.'""Win'OeIl Holmes~pnenson 
and E. Merton Cotil er;-l~ols. (Baton Rouge, 1951), 321. 
4\\'harton, 201. 
5Lynch, 4. 
6Annual Cyclopaedia, XIII, 563. 
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In this state there are from 20,000 to 30,000 more col-
ored than white voters. Not more than one-tenth of the 
colored voters are Democrats, and about one-third of the 
white voters are Republicans; and yet Mississippi is not 
only reliably Democratic by the official returns at every 
election, but every Congressional District is returned in 
the same way, without the slightest regard to the numeri-
cal strength of opposing parties, and without regard to 
the color or character of rival candidates.7 
By d~grees, however, the white yeomen class began to become 
politically conscious. No longer were they as willil~ to follow 
blindly the lead of the aristocracy as their forebears had been 
before the War between the States and during the Confederacy. 
Moreover, the racial tension which was increasing existed between 
the lesser whites and the Negroes, for they were economic competi-
tors.8 The Yeomen, therefore, came to realize that the best way 
to break the political domination of the Bourbons and to eliminate 
the Negro as an economic competitor was to disfranchise the latter 
Some efforts in this direotion had already been made and have been 
noted. It became a serious part of the yeomen proo:ram about 1880. 
--- . 
However, it was not to be until about 1890, in connection with the 
state constitutional convention of that year, that almost complete 
7u. S. Congress, House of ROFesentatives, Report No. ~, 
51st Cong., 1st Sess., June 20, 1890, (Washington, 1890J; 2. 
8The southern whites were still divided into three social 
classes. At the top of the apex stood the aristocrats, now termed 
the BOl.lrbons. Tl"'le middle class was rnade up of the yeomanry or 
tho small farmers. A t the botto::n of the pyramid. there 'I.-ere those 
WIll tes termed poor "vhites, who even as yet had practically no 
political voice. The Negro was an economic competitor of the yeo-
men and poor 'Nhi tes, but it was only the yoomen v."ho ha6 the incli-
nation to attempt to curtHil Ne;?ro competition. 
9Vtall a co, 1411, 149. 
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success was to be achieved in this regard. 
The first method used to lreep the Negroes from voting VIas the 
requirement of a poll tax and the presentation of the tax receipt 
for qualifying. 10 The poll tax not only disfranchised the Negro 
but also tended to put the political control of the state in the 
hands of ~ minority of the Whites.ll The poll tax disqualified 
both poor whites and colored, but it is certHin that more Negroes 
than whites were so disqualified. However, there is nothing in 
the text of the statute regarding the poll tax that expressly dis-
criminates because of race or color, and the fact that the Negroes 
were often delinquent in the payment of their taxes was not the 
fault of the law. Paying a Negro's poll tax in exchange for his 
vote became the practice of unscrupulous politicians.l2 
Another effective means used by the Yeomen, when they were 
able to do so, to keep the Negroes from voting was to have no elaclo 
tion at the polls where Republicans would probably be in the rna-
• 
jority. An example of how this could be done is found in the 
account of woo t took place in Marshall County. A certain Dr. A. 
M. Lyle reported: 
No election was held at the Early Grove precinct in Novem-
ber, 1888. The judges who were appointed to hold the elec-
tion would not open the box to receive the votes under the 
10 ·8 Mangum, 3 9. 
Ilnudley o. McGovney, The American Suffrage Medlel (Chicago. 
1949), 147. ---
12Mangwn, 389. 
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pretense that no justice was present to qualify them. I 
pointed out and read from the code the sections empower-
ing one of the judges (in the absence of anyone to ad-
minister an oath) competent to administer oath, to quali-
fy others and then to be qualified himself by anyone of 
those so qualified to act. This question was debated un-
til about 1 p. m. when the judITes, one by one, left the 
room without informing the electors that no votes would 
be received, leaving the electors powerless under the law 
to open the polls. 
·There were fully one hundred voters present to cast 
their votes for James R. Chalmers, for clongress, seventy 
colored voters, and about thirty whites. 3 
This, Dr. Lycle reported, had been going on for about ten years. 
And finally, of course, intimidation and violence were resort 
ed to by the ~ss scrupulous. Several examples will suffice. In 
one instance, reported in the !.2!! Mississippian, "One old negro 
attempted to vote in the South ward about half past 9. He was an 
old negro and looked silly, and he was net hurt, but told to hustl 
out in double quick time, and he did hustle. ,,14 . 
( In another, we have the following account given by a.Negro: 
Well, on Saturday night before the election, just about an 
hour before day, there was a crowd of men come to my house, 
and I woke up about the time they got inside of the yard, 
and by the time they ~ot inside 'of the yeard they stopped, 
and I hear they say, 'Close up all around to the other 
d.oor and them windows," and when I heard them say that I 
got scared and I rolled out of bed. They came to the door 
and they hollered a third time, "Open the doer, It and I 
never answered, and in that time the back door flew open 
and there was about six or seven men followed right in 
their pistols all presented at my bed, but I was under the 
bed and my wife commenced hollering, and some of themsaid 
13u. S. Congress, House, Report No. 2503, 51st Cong., 1st Sea -., 
1390, ('t'ashington, 1890), 26. -
14Wharton, 201, citing !!! MiSSissippian, January 3, 1888. 
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they were not going to hurt anybody, and by that time when 
I came out from under the bed they asked me how it was with 
me and politics tonight. I told them I didn.t know any-
thing about politics. They asked me didn't I join a club 
down here about John Smith's. I told them no, I never joined a club in my life. They said they were going around 
to tell we black people how to vote, and they said they 
were not going to vote but one ticket at Tailhold Tuesday 
morning, and that was the Democratic ticket, and if I 
thought I couldn't stomach the Democratic ticket, I hadn't 
better oome around at all; if I voted any other tioket ex-
cept the Democratic tioket they were going to start Wednes-
day night after the eleotion, and have a regular hog-kill-
ing time, and they said they were going to take Borne of 
the leaders first. • • .1 went to the woods. • .and stayed 
just exaotly one week.1S 
And finally, we find that several pages of the report of the 
committee appOinted to investigate the 1883 eleotion were devoted 
to the life, character, and death of J. P. Matthews, a Negro, who 
was shot and killed by Erasmust ·Wheeler, a white man, on the morn-
ing of the eleotion. The oommittee made a labored attempt to 
blame his killing on the Democrats of Copiah County. Wheeler and 
Matthews were alleged to be on friendly terms. On the morning of 
• 
the eleotion Matthews deposited his ballot in the box and Wheeler, 
who was some distance from him, fired a gun which had not been 
seen by the officers of the eleotion,16 and Matthews fell mortally 
l5u• S. Congress, Senate, MiSSissiIPi in 18~3, Report of the 
~eoial Committee to 1njUire into €he M SSiiSiiP EleotIon or IErr3 4 th Cong., 1st Sess., enate Report No. ;l~ ( ashIngton, lBB4) 
38. In this instanoe, violence was used, not to prevent the Negro 
vote, but to insure the faot that he voted Demooratio, if at all. 
Obviously, the perpetrators were members of the Yeomen or Poor 
White olass, not of the Bourbon. 
16 The use of fire-arms, or their exhibition, at or near a 
polling-place, on the day of election was prohibited. 
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wounded. Wheeler avowed his act and delivered himself up to the 
sheriff, and was held by the mayor 1n a bond of $5,000 for his 
appearance at court. Wheeler was acquitted on the plea of self-
defense. There was no indication that any other Democratic Party 
member had anything to do with the killing and yet the party was 
blamed for perpetrating the crime.17 ) 
Even though the Negroes, in spite of the examples given above 
retained the legal right to vote in the state until about 1890, 
they began to have doubts about their political affiliations. The 
emergence of the color-line had set them apart as a bloc to be 
manipulated by and for the advantage of either the Republicans or 
the Democrats. The fear of the loss of their freedom and rights 
was a political lever whereby designing white men swayed the 
colored vote to serve thoir own selfish ends. 18 Of the color-line 
John R. Lynch said at the time: "The colored people are ~sking 
you every day to allow them to occupy an independent position in 
politics; to allow them to make their identification with a politi 
cal organization a matter of choice and not of necessity; but thus 
far you have repulsed them on nearly every occasion. tt19 
The white Democrats, on the other hand, were agreed that the 
color-line must remain; that if the Negro voted, he must vote 
17r~ssissippi ~ 188J, 48th Cong., 1st Sess., 1833, 61. 
18George R. stetson, !h! Southern Negro !! ~ 1! (Boston, 
1877), 18. 
19Lynch, 5. 
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Demooratio;20 and that the Republioan Party must be eliminated 
or must be reduced to impotency so that there would be no contest 
between the two parties with resulting advantages for the colored.; 
This is borne out by the following statement: 
It the raoes are to oontinue to live together, and if the 
negro is to oontinue to exeroise the right of suffrage, it 
is better for both raoes that they should divide on the 
color line in politics, although that is a serious evil; 
but it is not so serious as would be the evil of a divided 
negro vote. It they were divided and if we had two regu-
lar parties in the South, the scramble for the negro vote 
would be simply disgusting. It would lead final. ly to the 
inourable demoralization of both races, and end in social 
equality. 21 
When Grover Cleveland, the first Democrat to reaoh the White 
House atter 1856, became president in 1884, the Negro had profound 
misgivings. He believed that all those prophesies made over the 
years by the Republioans about the Democrats would now oome true. 
He found, however, that he "could live, move, and have his being," 
notwithstanding a Demooratic president. But in spite of the tact 
that Cleveland appOinted many of them to important positiohs,22 
as a group they did not ohange their party loyalty when they had 
freedom of ohoice. 23 Individuals became doubtful, however. One 
20MiSsissippi !u 1883, 48th Cong., 1st Sess., 1883, 153-154. 
21Horace Smith Fulkerson, The Nssro: As He Was; as he is; as 
he will be (Vicksburg, 1887), 4~3. - - - - - - -
---
22swnner , 5. 
23House Report No. 2503, 51st Cong., 1st Sess., 1890, 2. 
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of these was H. c. carter,24 a prominent colored man of Vicksburg 
who wrote the following letter published in the Vicksburg Commer. 
~-~erald to the Negroes of Mississippi: 
The time seems to have come when some one should point out 
to the colored people the fact that under Democratic rule, 
their lives, liberty, and property are as safe as they wel'e 
lllder a Republican President. Our guides, philusophers, and 
friends of the Republlcan faith insisted that no rights of 
a colored man would be regarded in case the national Govern-
ment would challge hands, and that even our personal liberty 
would be endangered. Under this party lash for years we 
marched to the polls voting steadily as we were bid to do, 
often for men whom we despised; often for men of whose 
moral corruption we had personal knowledge, and against 
men whose integrity and intelligence were beyond question, 
and whose kindness, advice, £l.nd judgment we implici tly 
relied on in all private matters. Let us hope that this 
lesson, at least, has been thoroughly learned by the col-
ored man--party hacks can and will lie if it be apparently 
to their advantage to do so. Vote for men and not for 
creeds; choose the honest, cap abl e J and sound-ideaee man, 
trusting that he will bring to bear on public questions 
those same qualities he displayed in the management of his 
own affairs, and you will not be deceived. Granting that 
we owed the Republican party a debt of gratitude, we have 
paid it, paid it by keeping its minions in power twenty 
years. We ha ve paid it by ald ing in the retention of a 
scheme of Federal taxation that has robbed the agricu~tural 
South to enrich the manufacturing East. TPe have thus robbed 
ourselves to enrich Northern Republicans, to whom our fate, 
except to subserve their interests. is a matter of utter 
and profound indifference.25 
As the year 1890 approached, it became increasingly evident 
to the Yeomen V:ihites and the Republicans that Bourbon practices 
and politics had brought into being a state government which to 
24H. C. Carter succeeded Hiram R. Revels as Secretary of 
State in 1874. 
25uThe Negro in Southern Politics", The Nation, XLI (July 2), 
1;135), 67. - • 
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them was weak, inefficient, incompetent and extravagent. 26 This 
opinion prevailed especially in the white counties, where many were 
convinced that the state was under the control of an ~nfamous ring,27 
which concealed the evils committed in the capitol. The Yeomen, 
by now, fully realized that the Bourbons maintained thomselves in 
power through the centrol of the Negro vote and through the denial 
of a fair share of representation in the state legislature to the 
white counties. The Yeomen, therefore, determined to put an end 
to these conditions. The means whereby they stripped the Bourbons 
of their control of the Negro vote is contained in the story of 
the constitutional convention of 1890, which follows. The means 
whereby they obtained a proportional voice in the state legislaturE 
is contained in the southern phase of the Populist Movement which 
was just getting under way. The Populist Crusade will not be dis-
cussed in this paper, but by the time it was over, the southern 
Negro, including those of Mississippi, had been deprived o~ the 
ballot quite ettective1y,28 and the Bourbon monopoly over state 
government had been broken. From that time on, the Bourbons were 
to share political control with the Yeamen. 
The Republicans, including some whites and most of the Negro8f 
of the state, were equally as dlssatisifed with conditions as they 
26~nnual Czclopaedia, XIII, 1888, 563. 
27 Wharton, 207. 
28woodward, 321. 
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existed, and were willing to try any means of relief, even a con-
stitutional convention,29 trom which they could actually expect 
very little. State elections were to be held in 1889, and in anti-
cipation of them the Republicans considered putting a ticket in thE 
field when they met in Jackson on September 2$, 1888. They urged 
federal election laws whereby registration and elections might be 
conducted, and denounced the state administration. However, early 
in october, General James R. Chalmers, who had been nominated as 
governor by the Republicans, declined the nomination. A few weeks 
later the Republican State Committee withdrew the entire ticket. 
These were the reasons they presented. 
We knew that our votes would be stolen and our voters 
driven from the polls, but we hoped in the larger to\nlS. 
and cities, at least, the semblance of free speech might 
still remain to us; but our candidates are not safely 
allowed to discuss or protest. We refer not only to 
such well-known slaughters as Kemper and Copiah, Clinton 
and Carrollton, Wahalak and Vicksburg, Yazoo City md' 
Leflore, but the nameless killing by creek and bayou,. 
on highway and by-way. These are the Democratic argu-
ments which crush us. We can do no more.30 
In view of this failure, the Negroes, acting on their own, 
gathered in Jackson to petition the Democratic leaders fvr a fuslo! 
ticket for the elections.31 They stated that it was no longer a 
question of race but of party. But the Democrats were fearful 
29John Hope Franklin, ~ Slaverl i2 Freedom (New York, 1947 
335. 
30Annual Cyclopaedi!, XIV, 1889. 564. 
31Wharton, 208. 
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of Negro numbers, and nothing cwne of the efforts to obtain such 
a ticket. John R. Lynch then called another state party conventiox 
wi th the intention of drawing up a second slate of ca.ndidates.32 
However, the Democrats broke up the meeting and Republican efforts 
ended in failure. 33 As one might have expected, the results of 
the elections of 1889 were overwhelmingly favorable to the Demo-
crats.34 
It would be a mistake to maintain that one reason was more 
important than another for the calling of the Convention of 1890. 
Conflicting groups were to participate, and each had its own reaSOl 
or reasons for doing so. Many of the more reputable citizens, 
Bourbons and others, were by now Sincerely distressed by the fraud 
and corruption which had been allowed to creep into state govern-
ment, especially the voting process. A convention should be able 
to correct this situation. 
The Yeomen were the most insistent in their demands f&r the 
gathering. Their reasons included the fact that the white countiel 
were jealous of the black counties. To relieve this condition and 
destroy the dominance of the latter, the Negro must be stripped of 
32Ibid. 
33J;bid. 
34In the election of November the Democratic ticket was choseA 
without opposition, Stone receiving 84,929 votes for governor out 
of a total of 84.953. The RepUblicans elected none of the forty 
members of the State senate in 1890, and but seven of the one-hun-
dred twenty members of the lower house. 
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the franchise. The Yeomen frequently concealed their true motives 
behind the facade of a demand for ballot refonn. but what they werE 
working for was a suppression of free suffrage. On one occasion, 
an armed mob of them took possession of Jackson, and without any 
interference from the state administration, emphatically advertizec 
their insistence upon the disfranchisement of the Negro.35 preju-
dice, as well as reason. played an important part in the Yeomen's 
motivation. To them and the poor whites •. everything which the 
Negro touched during the process of reconstruction was detestable. 
Such creations as the Constitution of 1868 must be destroyed or 
satisfactorily altered. A disfranchised Negro must never again 
be able thus to affect the state's destinies. And finally, in 
regard to the Yeomen as well as to numerous other whites, there 
was great concern as to what the national Republican victory of 
1888 might eventually mean for the South. It was feared that laws 
• 
might be passed empowering the federal government to conduct and 
supervise all elections. thus insuring the Negro's right to vote. 
The Mississippi Yeomen reasoned that if th e Negro had been dis- .. 
f~nchised by state law in the meantime. federal intervention and 
medd1in~ would be of no avail. Hence - their support of the con-
vention idea. 
Even the Republicans. including the colored, supported the 
convention movement. for as has been seen already. their lot could 
hardly be worsenedJ it might even i~et better as a result of it. 
r 
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And so, another milestone in the history of Negro suffrage in 
rassissipp1 1s approached. Ever since 1867 the colored man had 
been protected in this privilege by the occupation authorities, 
the Carpetbagg~rs or the Bourbons, not for reasons of justice, 
but so that their om interests might be served. But the time had 
now arrived when the Negro was once again to be the victim of and 
pay the price for the white mants quarrel. The Yeomen were by now 
weary of Bourbon political dominance and were deter.mined to over. 
throw it. To accomplish this, the Bourbons' chief instrument of 
power, the Negro vote, must be destroyed.36 How this was done 1n 
the convention of 1890 will next be seen. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION OF 1890 
The majority of the backers of the constitutional convention 
movement can be divided into two main groups: those 'wvho professed 
to des'ire the reform of the franchise, but who really wanted the 
disfranchisement of the Negro; and those who sin0erely and earnest-
ly desired ballot reform for its ovm sake. Such reform, also, 
actually meant disfranchisement of the Negro, for onlJ' thus could 
the irregular suffrage practices wIuch had sprung up be eliminated 1 
The first group was made up principally of the Yeomen and some 
Poor Vlhites; they and their motives have already been fully dis-
cussed. The second group was made up of the more reputable and 
substantial citizens. These were quick to admit that theY' had re-
rnained in political, control through corrupt practices, and they 
were intelligent enough to realize that democratic government 
could not long flourish in such an atmosphere. They were aware, 
first of all, that largely through corruption the Negro had risen 
to power, and throu;3:h corruption the Negro had retained whatever 
influence he still possessed. 2 Of this Situation, Colonel G. 
l'Wallace, 159. 
2Goldwin Smith, ~ l.!.nitc_<! ~~, 300. 
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Gordeon Adams, a Republican, said: 
The white people have borned more than I thou:;ht any peo-
ple on God's ea.r'th would stand •••• They have been robbed 
and plundered by a lot of i!~norant negroes, officia.ls, and 
thieves, until it was narrowed cown almost to a question 
of confiscation or fie:ht •••• The negro officials, one 
and all, from top to bottom, are igncrant and unfit to hold 
office •••• But the country is negro four to one, and h:./w 
a continuance of negro rule is to be avoided I do not see 
• • .. ' .. The negroes have gotten into a. political g!'oova that 
will ruin any country in which they he. ve a InajoI'i ty I at 
least until they learn batter. They will not vote for a 
decent white man for office. They pick our negroes, and 
about the worse speoimens they can find. You cannot do 
anything with them by argument.3 
They were aware, in the second place, that insofa.r as the Negro 
had been denied participation in politics, this had not been done 
through legal means, but through subterfw:!,c and violence. A cer-
ta.in Judge Chrisman, who was to be a prominent member of t..lle con-
vention, had the following to say in regard to this circumstance: 
Sir, it is no secret that there has not been a full vote 
and a fair count in Mississippi since 1875--that we have 
been preservin~ the ascendency of the white people by 
revolutionary methods. In plain words, we have been • 
stuffing ballot-boxes, committing perjury and here and 
there in the State carrying the elections by fraud and 
violence until the whole machinery for elections was about 
to rot down. The public conscience revolted ••• Thought-
ful men everywhere foresaw that there was a disaster some-
where along the line of such a policy as certa.inly as ther'e 
is a real judgment for nations as well as men • 
• • • No man can be in favor of perpetuating the elec-
tion methods which have prevailed in Mississippi since 
1875 who is not a moral idiot, and no statesman believes 
that a goverrunent can be perpetuated by violence and fraud.4 
3Ethridge, 370. 
ll-woodward, Origins, 57, citing Judq-e J. J. Chrisman. 
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In a.ccorda.nce with an enabling act pa.ssed by the state legis-
lature, Governor John M. stone issued a proclama.tion calli~~ for 
the election of delegates to a constitutional convention. This 
special election was to be held in connection with the regular 
election, mentioned in the preceding chapter, scheduled for July 
29, 1890. An especially assembled Democra.tic convention met in 
Jackson on June 18 to name delegates-at-large. Fourteen were nom-
inated, and since no others entered the field against them, all 
were elected by substantial majorities. At the same time, 120 
delegates were chosen from the various state districts. Of the 
combined group of state and district delegates elected, 131 were 
Democrats, two were Republicans and one was a Greenbacker.5 
The Constitutional Convention mot in Jackson on August 12, 
1890. 6 Judge S. S. Calhoun, a prominent jurist of tho state, was 
chosen president and presided over the deliberations of the con-
vention during' its tenure of seventy-two days.7 /The n e1der states· 
ma.nn of the gathering was former Governor Alcorn, who had played 
such a prominent part during many decades in Mississippi public 
life. 8) The only Negro delegate was Isiah T. Montgomery,9 a wealth 
5Annua~ Cyclo:ea.ed~, XVIII, lJ.71. 
6Wallace, 159. 
7Annua1 Cyclo:eaedia, xv, 559. 
8Alcom Papers, 40. 
9Stephen B. Weeks, "The History of Negro Suffra~e in the 
South," Political Science Quarterll, IX (1894), 700. 
businessman and farmer, whose stand on the question of Negro suf-
fMge was to prove a su~prise. 
The prima~y objective of the overwhelming majority of the 
delegates to the convention was the disfranchisement of the Negro, 
be it for reasons of ballot reform, or for the sake of disf~an­
chisement-itself. lO However, it was quite obvious that the Fif-
teenth Amendment could not be openly defied, but it could be cir-
cumvented. ll Moreov":I!', the convention was limitec by an act of 
Congress of February 23. 1870 when Mississippi was readmitted to 
the Union. One of the conditions of readmission had been that 
the constitution of the state should never be "so amended or 
changed as to deprive any citizen of the United States, of the 
right to vote, who are eligible to vote by the constitution of 
(lB6S) herein recognized, except as a punishment for such crimes 
as are now felonies at common law. ft12 The only way out was to 
decla~e the act an unconstitutional limitation of the powe"r of a 
sovereign sta.te, and therefore void. l 3 This, in effect, is what 
was meant by the followinv. statem~nt which was published at the 
time: "The regulation of the right of suffrage belongs to the 
State, and the only lil:litutions thereon to be found in the Consti-
tution of the United States, or the latest amondments thereto, 
10Alco~n Papers, 40. 
llWha~ton, 212. 
l2Weeks, 698. 
13Wharton, 212. 
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will be found in the prohibition of discrimination against persons 
on account of race or color. It is an idle consumption of time to 
talk of this as at all doubtful. The Supreme Court of the United 
States has mOi."'e than once affirmed it" rr14 It will be seen, then, 
that the rramer's of the new constitution ignored the congressional 
act of 1870 and found reasons other than those or race and color, 
as stipulated in the Fifteenth Amendment, to disfranchise the 
Negro.15 
The only sections of the Constitution of 1890 which concern 
us are those in regard to the franchise. These were shrewdly con-
ceived and carefully phrased so that, even though they applied to 
whites as well as to blacks,16 the whites were little affected 
by the disqualifications contained therein, whereas the colored 
found themselves, almost without exception, stripped of the ballot 
as a result of them. 17 Section 240 is of little signific~nce to 
us. It reads, nAIl elections by the people shall be by ba·llot. u18 
Section 241 is of great importance. It contains several pro-
Visions, anyone or a combination of Which might result in the 
14Annual Cyclopedia, XVII, 471. 
15Albert D. Kirwan, Revolt of the Rednecks (Lexington, Ky., 
1951), 66. - -
16Frank Johnston, "Suffrage and Heconstruction in Mississippi n 
PInHS, VI (1902), 228. 
-
17Klrk Harold Porter, ~ JIistorl of Suffrage 
~tates (Chicago, 1918), 208. 
18Constitutlon of the State of r:Ilssisslppl, 
(Jacks on, Miss.) Article 12, Section 240. 
in the United 
November 1, 1890, 
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c"isfranchisement of the Negro. It is as follows: 
Every inhabitant of this state, except idiots, insane per-
sons, and Indians not taxed, who is a citizen of the United 
States, twent;y-one years old and upwards, who has resided 
in this state for two years, and one :>rear in the election 
district, or in the incorporated city or tovm in which he 
offers to vote, and who is duly registered, as provided 
in this article, and has never been convicted of bribery, 
theft, arson, obtaining moneJ or goods under false pretense, 
perjury, forgery, embezzlement or bigamy and who has paid 
on or before the f'irst day of FebriJ.ary of the year in 
which he shall offer to vote, all poll taxes which may have 
been legally :r>equired of him, and which he has h.ad an op-
portunity to pay according to law, for the two preceding 
years, and who shall produce to the officers holding the 
election satisfactory evidence that he has paid such taxes, 
is declared to be a qualified elector; but any minister 
of the gospel in charge of an organized church or his wife 
legally residing with him, shall be entitled to vote after 
six months' residence in the election district, incorpora-
ted city or town, if otherwise qualified. 19 
Especially significant in this section are the crimes listed. 
They are those which the colored man would be the most inclined to 
com:dt and of which he could be most easily convicted, especially 
in a state not noted for equal Justice and fair trials. 20 
Equally significant are the provisions concerning the poll 
tax. This requirement is treated more fully in a following sec-
tion, but it might be noted here that the tax had to be paid a 
year before election day, and that failure to pay meant not only 
the loss of the ri:;ht to vote, but also made possible the confis-
cation of property.21 
19Ibid., Section 241. 
-
20John L. Love, "Disfranchisement of the Negro," Occasional 
!aEers, Nmnber 6, (Washington, D.C., 1099), 16. 
21Annual Czclopedia, XXXVI (1896), 491. 
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And finally, it should be noted that to be eligible to vote, 
a rerdstrant must have been a resident of his precinct for one full 
year. Mississippi is the only state in the Union which has such a 
requirement. 22 Inasmuch as many of the Negroes were and are itin-
erant farm wOl"kers, they have been especially affected by this pro-
vision. 
Section 242 is the customary one regarding registration. It 
appears to repeat only those points contained in the preceding sac-
tion. However, one word which has proved of great significance in 
tIle disqualification of Negroes is the word, propounded. If a 
colored man could not "truly answer all questions propounded", he 
would lay himself open to prosecution for perjury. The smallest 
error could be construed as a willfully false statement, and per-
jury was a crime which disqualified one from voting. 23 The sec-
tion is as follows: 
The legislature shall provide by law for the registra~ion 
of all persons entitled to vote at any election, and all 
persons offering to register shall take the following oath 
or affirmation: "I, , do solemnly swear (or 
affirm) that I am twenty-one years old (or I will be be-
fore the next election in this country_ and that I will 
have resided in this state two years and election 
district of county one year next preceding 
the ensuing election (or if it be stated in the oath that 
the person proposing to register is a minister of the gos-
pel in charge of an organized church, then it will be suf-
ficient to aver there in two years' residence in the state 
and six months in said election district), and am now in 
22Gl1bert T. Stephenson, Race Distinction in American Law 
(New York, 19l0), 298. - - -
23Love , 16. 
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good faith a resident of the same, and that I am not dis-
qualified from voting by reasons of having been convicted 
of any crime named in the constitution of this state as a 
disqualification to be an elector; that I will truly answer 
all questions propounded to me concerning my antecedents 
so far as they relate to my right to voto, and also as to 
my residence before my citizenship in tlus district; that 
I will faithfully support the Constitution of the United 
States and of the sta.te of Mississi.ppi, and will bear true 
faith and allegiance to the same. So help me God." In 
registering voters in cities and towns not wholly in one 
election district, the name of such city or town may be 
substituted in the oath of the election district. Any wil-
ful and corrupt false 3tatement in said affidavit, or in 
answer to any material ~~estion propounded as herein author-
ized, shall be perju~.'4 
Section 243 must be viewed against the background of the poll 
tax provisions of Section 2l.~1 to be understood. On the surface, 
the poll tax requirement was in no sense a discrimination against 
the Negro, for it was required of both white and colored. 25 How-
ever, to be eligible to vote, the registrant was required to prove, 
by producing his receipt. that he had paid his tax. No permanent 
record of those who had paid it was kept by way of proof. The 
Negrofs carelessness was such that, even though he had paid his 
tax, in most cases he would have lost the receipt. 26 It is hardly 
a violation of historical accuracy and objectivity to conclude 
that these provisions were included in the constitution specificalJy 
as a means to disfranchise the Negro. The ~tlssissippi Supreme 
Court said as much when it declared that the "poll tax requirement 
24constitutlon of the State of MiSSissippi, 1890, Article 12, 
Section 242. 
25Mangum, 389. 
26Ibid• 
-
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was primarily intended by the framers of the Constitution as a 
clog upon the franchise."27 However, the Justices did not declare 
it unconstitutional. Section 243 reads: 
A uniform poll tax of two dollar's, to be used in aid of 
cammon schools, and for no other purpose, is hereby im-
posed on every inhabitant of this state, male or female, 
between the ages of twenty-one and sixty years, except 
persons who are deaf and dumb, or blind, or who are 
maimed by loss of hand or footi said tax to lien only 
upon taxable property. The board of supervisors of any 
cOtmty may, for the purpose of aiding the common schools 
in that county, increase the poll tax in said county but 
in no case shall the entire poll tax exceed in anyone 
year three dollars on each poll. No criminal proceedings 
Shal1
8
be allowed to enforce the collection of the poll 
tax. 2 
The last of the franchise provisions of the Constitution of 
1890 was the most elastic of all and was the one because of which, 
even though he skimmed over all the other hurdles, the applicant 
would most likely fall. It was the famous "understanding" provi-
sion which had served as the basis for the assertion that Missis-
sippi is the only state which has an intelligence test, th~ passi~ 
of which is a requirement for voting. 29 This is Section 244, and 
it contains the following provisions: 
On arid after the first day of Januar;;., A.D. 1892, every 
elector shall, in addition to the foregoing qualifications, 
be able to read any section of the Constitution of this 
state; or he shall be able to understand the same when 
read to him, or give a reasonable interpretation thereof. 
27Ibid. 
-
28Mississippi Constitution, Section 243. 
29Key, 557. 
A new registration shall be made before the uaxt ensuing 
election after January the first, A.D. 1892. J 
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Accordingly, a Mississippi applicant for registration in 1892 
and thereafter would have to be able to read the constitution, or 
understand it when read to him, or give a reasonable interpreta-
tion of any portion read to him. Obviously, these provisions 
could work against the eligibility of the underprivileged whites 
as well as against the Negroes. Loopholes through the literacy 
barrier would have to be found for such whites.31 These were pro-
vided by the registration officials who had the discretionary pow-
er of deciding whether or not an illiterate person understood the 
constitution or gave a reasonable explanation of it.32 Neverthe-
less, opposition from the poor whites was expeoted, and to counter 
it the framers tried to appeal to their patriotism, as the slave-
owners had appealed to them during the time of the Confederacy. 
"Thousands of gallant sons of the South had no property in slaves 
• 
or otherwise, and yet they offered their lives to protect their 
neighbors property, and the same noble spirit is now ready for any 
concession or sacrifice, that will secure and perpetuate white 
supremacy in Mis3issippl."33 
30Mlssissippi Constitution, Section 244. 
31Key, 537. 
32Harold Underwood Faulkner, American Political and Social 
Historl (:tlew York, 1948), 413. • -
33Woodward, Origins, 332, citing Jackson Clarion Ledser, 
September 18, 1890. 
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Opposition came from other quarters as well. The Honorable 
R. H. Thompson, a delegate and prominent lawyer of the state, 
quoted the =A.m.e.r.i.c.an. Law Review to the following effect: "It is 
- ----
quite apparent that this clause was never intended to be carried 
out faithfully. It will be so administered as to exclude the ne-
gro votera, hardly one of whom will be eligible under it, and so 
as not to exclude the ignorant white voter. The last qualifica-
tion. the ability to give reasonable interpretation of any clause 
of the constitution of the state would exclude nearly all the 
lawyers and judges in the state. rt .34 It is amusing to note that 
probably more white men than colored were disqualified as a result 
of the understanding clause. This was due to the special circum-
stance desoribed by John F. Dillon, who was President of the 
American Bar Association in 1892. 
More negroes ••• have registered under the alternate or 
understanding clause than white men. Only 2,672 illiter-
ate, both white and black, had up to 189) registered .un-
der it. I have not seen the figures since. The negroes 
who have taken advantage of it exceed the white 'men who 
have done so in a majority of the counties of the state. 
It seems that the illiterate white man shrinks from an 
application to be registered under the "understanding 
clause;" a refusal to advertise his incapacity while the 
negroes as a rule have but little to lose; but another 
truth is that with soarcely an exception the negroes are 
thoroughly content with the constitution and are satis-
fied to be ~easured for registration and voting by its 
standards.)!' 
It was the obvious purpose of the provisions contained in 
34Hon. R. H. Thompson, Suffrase 1£ ~ssissippi, 42. 
35Ibld., p. 43. 
-
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this section to make it possible for the registration officials 
to disqualify the Negro if he mat all the other requirements for 
voting. Two stories will illustrate this fact. In the first, a 
Negro applied to ba placed on the register. The examiner put this 
question to him: "What is the meaning of • the Vi'rit of Habeas Cor-
pus', and is it suspended in time of war?" The Negro answered, 
"This means that no more Negroes shall be allowed to vote in this 
State. tt In the second, when a colored professor applied for the 
franchise he was asked the following questions: "What would be the 
weight of a cubic foot of water taken from mid-stream of the I~s­
sissippi Ri V'er a t the tile of highest flood?" The professor 
failed to satisfy the examiners.36 
Perhaps the most amazing fact about Section 244 is that it 
was supported by Isiah Montgomery, the sole Negro delegate, re-
ferred to before. He was elected by an all-Negro electorate, but 
in spite of the fact, delivered a remarkable speech in faver of 
the approval of these provisions. His hope was for the adoption 
of peace and harmony between the races. Montgomery was far too 
optimistic and far from realistic when he declared, after the con-
stitution was completed, that "there is no longer a Negro problem 
in Mississip~"37 
Realizing that the fight over the ratification of the 
36"The Colour QUestion in the United States," Edinburgh 
Review, CCI (Jan.-Apr. 1905), 64 • 
. 
37weeks, 700. 
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constitution might become highly controversial due to the unpopu-
larity of some of its pl'ovisions .. the framers decided that it need 
not be submitted to the voters for approval .. but that they were 
competent to declare it ratified. Under these conditions, it went 
into effect January 1, 1691.38 The constitution, in whole or in 
part, was.both attacked and defended. For example, the Mississipp~ 
press bitterly attacked the franchise provision as a fraud and dis~ 
grace. Thirty-four papers, including all the leading journals ex-
cept the Vicksburg Herald "which had the convention's patronage," 
were listed in absolute opposition.39 On the other hand, John 
Sharp Williams, United States Representative from MiSSissippi, 
stated on the floor of Congress that more colored than white men 
were admitted to the franchise through the understanding clause. 
He further stated that Mississippi suffrage provisions were no 
more capable of abuse than those of Vermont, where the c0n.stitutio~ 
required that voters must be "of a quiet and.peaceable behavior," 
and where a statute provided that "no person should be admitted 
• • .to vote at an election until he had obtained the approbation 
of the board of civil authority in the town in which he resldes."4~ 
The etfect of the franchise prOVisions of the new constitu-
tion upon the suffrage are difficult to determine accurately, for 
36Mlssissippi Constitution, Article 15, Section 285. 
39vfuarton, 213-214. 
40paculty of Political Science of Columbia College, Political 
S·cience Quarterlii;. XX (1905', 60. 
... 
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we have only estimates t<;> go by. In 1890, before the new constitu~ 
tion had gone into effect, there was a white population of 544,581 
in Mississippi as opposed to one of 744,749 of the colored. Of ~ 
whites, 109,000 were of voting aee; of the Negroes, 149,000 were. 
Montgomery estimated that under the new COllstitutional provisions 
only one-eleventh of the whites were disfranchised, but that two-
thirds of the colored were. This seems too low an estimate for 
the Negroes.41 A better estimate is that after 1891 two white men 
out of every three were eligible to vote, while only one out of 
every seventeen Negroes was. It seems well verified that a poten-
tial electorate of ~57,305 was reduced to 76,742, and that a for-
mer Negro majority of 37,105 was converted into a white majority 
of 58,512.42 
And so, it is seen that by 1890 the wheel of fortune had made 
an almost complete revolution, insofar as the Negro was concerned. 
Slavery had been followed by emancipation, and with it th~ colored 
man had momentarily been catapulted into the seat of political pow~ 
er in Mississippi and the other southern states. However, by the 
last decade of the century, the N'egro had again been broken, almos 
to the status held by him at the centuryts midpoint. He did not 
once again become a slave, but he was reduced, through the Consti-
tution of 1890 and other means, to a state of political and eco~ 
omie bondage above which he has subsequently found it difficult to 
rise. His efforts in regard to these attempts will now be traced. 
41weeks, p. 700. 
42woodward, Origins, 344. 
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CHAPTER VII 
The full impact of the Constitution of 1890 was not felt unti 
1892. The history of Negro suffrage in Mississippi after that dat~ 
falls into three natural periods. During the years, 1892 to 1932, 
the colored man came to be almost completely eliminated as an ac-
tive factor in state politics. 1 With the Democratic national vic-
to~ of 1932, a new era davmed which was to last until 1944. The 
New Deal began cultivating the Negro vote and worked generally tor 
the betterment of the lot of the colored. 2 The effects of this 
new circumstance soon came to be felt by the Negroes of Missis-
sippi and of the rest of the nation. While the same New Deal and 
Fair Deal policies were to continue after 1944, an event of that 
• 
year brought about conditions which force us to recognize a tran-
sition to the third of these periods. This was the United states 
Supreme Court decision that the states could not deny to the Negro 
the right to participate in primary elections.3 The effects of 
lWalter C. Hammn, "The Three Phases of Negro Suffrage," North 
American Review, XLXVIII (March 1899), 208. 
2Alexander Heard,!~ Partz South? (Chapel Hill, 1952, 225. 
3John G. Van Dausen, Ph. D., "Negro in Politics," Journal of 
Negro Historl, XXI (July 1936), 264. --
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this decision upon the franchise question 1n Mississippi will be 
traced through the presidential elections of 1952. Developments 
since that year have been so recent that it is not considered wise 
to include them in the scope of this paper. 
The degree of dec11ne of Negro participat10n in political 
activity atter 1892 is almost unbe11evable.4 Pew r&liable statis-
tics exist, but it is estimated that in the elections of 1904. 
only one Negro out of everyone hundred adult males in the state 
Yoted.5 Whether this was due more to the effeota of the disfran-
ohisement prov1sions of the const1tution or more to apathy, 1t is 
difficult to determine. The one-party system had by now come into 
full bloom in the South, and such a system does not s t1mulate in-
Verest in politics, even among the qualified yoter., as is .een 
by this statement: 
The following f1gures show e1ther the extent of actual 
diatranchisement or the polit1cal apathy in the Southern 
States: In one county in Mississippi w1th a population 
of about 8.000 whites and 11,700 Negroes in 1900, there 
were only twenty-flve or thirty qualif1ed Negro voters 
in 1908, the rest being disqualified, it is said, on the 
educat10nal test. In another county, with 30,000 Wegroes, 
only about 17$ were registered voters. In still another 
county in Miss1ssippi, with 8,000 whites and 12,000 Ne-
groea, only 400 white men and about 30 Negroes were quali-
fied eleotors ••• In Mississippi, in 1906, only6one out of eighteen males of voting age actually voted. 
4Political Science Quarterll, XX (190$), 60. 
$John O. Rose, "Negro Suffrage: The Oonstitutional Po1nt of 
V1ew, ft Amer1can Political Sc1ence Review, I (Nov. 1906), 20. 
6Gilbert T. Stephenson, Race D1stinct1on 1n Amer1can Law (New York, 1910), 320. - - -
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This trend continued, and apparently reliable figures show that b 
1927, out of a total colored population of 290,278, twenty-one 
years and over, there were only 850 voters.7 
In those counties and communities in which the Negro popula-
tion was not great enough to be a political menace, the whites 
were more tolerant. Notable among these was Jefferson Davis Co un-
ty and the town of Laurel. However, in those areas in which there 
were enough Negroes to threaten white supremacy, participation in 
political activity by them was not permitted. This attitude is 
reflected in an article taken from the Greenwood Da11Z Common-
wealth: 
. 
A good many Negroes are registering. • .Our advice to 
these Negroes, and all other Negroes who oontemplate 
registering, is that they had better get this idea out 
of their heads as soon as possible. The Negroes are get-
ting along mighty well with the white people of Leflore 
County, and they have be~n for some time--and they ought 
to have better sense than to think they will ever again 
have the remotest chance of voting 1n our eleotions. 
Such a thing is Simply unthinkable, and the sooner ~nese 
Negroes who have registered--and those who contem8late 
doing-so--realize this fact, the better for them. 
Nevertheless, some Negroes still strove to obtain a political 
voice. A group of them expressed themselves at this time as fol-
lows: 
••• we therefore most respectfully ask that a law be 
enacted whereby this i.e. the practical lack of voting 
7Charles S. Johnson, The Negro in American Civilization, 346 
citing W. E. B. DuBois, "Tne posslbi!Tty of Democracy In Imerica,-
Crisis (Sept, 1928), 346. 
8Van Deussn. 264. 
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power may no longer be said of our great State, but that 
Mississippi may be known the world over as the State of 
equal justice and fair play for all, an honest ballot and 
a fair count, and to this end we ask that a measure be 
. passed whereby a registration board of three persons, each 
of different political faith, shall be appointed in each 
county for the purpose of registerin~ all persons quali-
fied for registration under section 4119 of the code of 
1906.9 . 
Not only were the colored people not allowed to register and 
vote during these years, but also they were denied the right to 
hold office. Of course, some of them received federal appoint-
ments, especially during Republican administrations, but no state 
positions were open to them. Also, some participated occasionall 
in looal and state conventions. Other than in connection with 
these limited opportunities, the Mississippi Negro was gradually 
but effectively reduced to the status of a political non-entity 
by 1932.10 
During the years mentioned above, the colored people remaine 
faithful to the Republican Party, but their indifferent t~eatment 
at its hands was hardly deserved. The native white Republicans, 
realizing that the Negro had become politically iJ:npotent, separa-
ted themselves from the group and came to be termed, "Lily 
Whites."ll These whites dominated the state party machinery, and 
this was especially evident in connection with national party 
9American Protective League, "Negroes Make Demands of Governo 
and Legislature in 1924," 8. 
l~eo Alilunas, "Legal Restrictions on the Negro in Politics," 
~~I, XXV (April 1940), 190. 
-
lllIeard, 224. 
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conventions and the control of federal patronage. In 1908, Ray 
Stannard Baker wrote that "the Republican party as now constitu-
ted in the South is even a more restricted white oligarchy than 
the Democratic Party."12 
However, Negro Republicans of the state still worked for 
recogniti9n. In 1912, they and the white Republicans sent rival 
delegations to the Republican National Convention.13 When the 
colored delegates supported William Howa;rod Taft, Theodore Roosevel 
blamed the "disruption and destruc tion" of the party upon them, 
and thereafter worked to build his southern party on a white basis 14 
The Negroes thus reoeived another telling blow at the hands of the 
popular Roosevelt. 
In the struggle between the whites and the colored for the 
control of the Republican Party in 14ississippl, an early climax 
was reached in 1916. In that year, the National COmmitteeman, a 
Negro, di ed. The state party leaders elected as his successor 
• 
Perry Howard, a colored lawyer, over his opponent Mulvihill, a 
white man. The National Republican Committee refused to seat 
Howard and. accepted Mulvihill instead, because the latter was sup-
ported by the two prominent state Republicans, Isiah T. Montgomery 
and Eugene Booze, both colored. In this way, the party machinery 
12Ray Stannard. Baker, Followins ~ qolor ~ (New York, 19 ) 
261. 
13Arthur S. Link "The Negro as a Factor in the Campaign of 
1912," ~, XXXII (1947), 94. 
14Ibid.. 
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in the state came under the firm control of the whites$ at least 
for the time being.15 
Nevertheless, the Republican Party was not unaware of the im-
portance of southern Negro support, for things might change. As 
early as 1908, it had issued a statement in which nIt demanded 
equal justice for all men, whatever their race; condemned all vicef 
that had for their real aim, the Negroes! disfranchisement for 
reason of color alone; and declared "without reservation" for the 
enforcement in letter and spirit of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and 
Fifteenth Amendments of the Constitution."16 
In the early '20' s, leadership in the state party again passec 
rather securely into the hands of the Negroes. Prominent among 
them were Benjamin T. Green, E. P. Booze, C. T. Butler, J. B. 
Woods, W. J. Box, M. M. Mollinson and Dr. S. D. Patton. The major· 
i ty of these were lawyers and most of them came from urban areas 
or from all-Negro communities, such as Mound Bayou. In adqition, 
the National Committee-woman was Mary C. Booze, a Negress, and 
Pe~ry Howard who was finally accepted as National Committeeman.17 
In the meanwhile, the Democrats made some efforts to win the 
support of whatever Negro vote existed. But the Negroes were sus-
picious of the Democrats, and feared that, if and when nationally 
l5william F. Nowlin, ~ Negro in American National Politics 
(Boston, n.d.), 59. 
16sumner, 1!~-15. 
17Mrs. Charles c. Mosley, ~ Negro ~ M~1ssissippi HistorY 
(Jackson, 1950), 43. 
successful, they would further restrict those rights which the 
colored had left.18 This fear was especially impressed upon them 
when, in 1911, James K. Vardamann19 was reelected to the United 
states Senate on a platform "demanding the modification of the 
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments.,,20 
Duri~ the time that this was the Negrots political lot in 
Mississippi, a new device was found whereby the whites continued 
the disfranchisement of the coiored. This was the primary e1ectio~, 
a nominating medium which was a reform product of the Populist 
Movement. To understand how it was used for this purpose, one 
must recall that by now the Democratic Party had become the over-
whelmingly dominant party of the state. During the l800 1s, its 
candidates had been nominated through the partycaucua system or 
conventions. Soon after 1900, however, the direct primary came 
into general use.2l Through it, nominations were made in an elec-
tion participated in by registered Democrats. Since this was a 
• 
party affair, election rules and voting requirements were set by 
the party, not by the state or federal government. 22 Since Repub-
lican opposition' in the state amounted to almost nothing, it was 
a foregone conclusion that the candidate successful in the primary 
18Link, 81. 
19Vardaman was elected on the 57th ballot when the four other 
candidates withdrew. 
2 Or.ink, 86. 
2~ngum, 405. 
22Iblq., 410. 
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would be successful in the regular election. Hence, when the part 
hit upon the device of excluding the Negro from participating in 
its primary it, in effect, continued to deprive him of the right 
to vote. 23 
Seven other southern states, in addition to Mississippi, used 
this pract-ice as a means of disfranchising the Negro.24 When that 
state revised its voting regulations, those pertaining to the pri-
mary election appeared as follows in the Mississippi £e.2! .2! !.2lQ, 
Section 5887: "No person shall be eligible to participate in any 
primary election unless he be qualified to vote in the election 
for which such nomination is to be made, intends to support the 
nominations in which he participates. lt25 
r~ny of the more reputable people of the state, however, 
frowned upon this subterfuge. Among them was the editor of the 
Jackson Clarion-Ledser, who called attention to the Constitution 
of 1890, Section 247, by which it is provided that "The le.gisla-
ture shall enact laws to secure fairness in its party primary elec 
tions, conventions or other methods of naming party candidates. lt 
Commenting on this the Clarion-Ledger continued: 
Every member of every legislature is sworn to obey that 
section of that Constitution. And the section does not 
23sumner, 18. 
24Ra1ph J. Bunche, "The Negro in the Political Life of the 
United States,f. Journal ££. Negro Edooation, X (1941), 573. 
251~ssisSippi Code of 1930 of the Public Statue Laws of the 
State of Mississippi, II, (Atlanta, 1930), Section 5837. 
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say to tho members of the legislature that you may en-
act laws to secure fairness in primary elections,--it 
says you shall do so; and every member of every legis-
lature is bound by his oath that he shall do what is com-
manded of him by that section. And when it has been 
demonstrated by experience that certain features of a 
prirnary election law are working unfairly and are pro .. 
dueing unfair results, it is the sworn duty of the legis-
lature to enact laws to correct that unfairness, even if 
eve~ crooked politician in the state or every other kind 
of politioia~ or political partisan opposed such curative 
enactments.20 
Thus, through residence requirements, literacy tests, the pol 
tax and finally, the primary, the white Democrats of Mississippi 
made it practically impossible for the Negro to have a share in 
state political activity. Strangely enough, no case involving the 
constitutionality of these proviSions was presented to the United 
States Supreme Court prior to 1932, except the Williams vs. Missis~ 
sippi case of 1898. In this cas~ Williams, a Negro had been in-
dicted by a jury composed entirely of white men. Ths law re-
quired that a juror should be a~ elector. Williams contended that 
• Negroes were discriminated against, not by the laws, but by their 
application. The Supreme Ccurt de~~ded that such a possible evil 
did not invalidate the law.27 The discouragement resulting from 
this decision, insofar as the colored were concerned, probably 
explains their failure to bring additional suits. 
The election of 1932 constituted a revolution in American 
political affairs in more ways than one. The Democratic 
26 Jacks on C1arion-Ledge~, December 31, 1935. 
27Stephenson, 313-314. 
administration which followed quickly adopted the policy of culti-
vating the support of such minority groups as the farmer, labor 
and the Negro. Although the colored people ot MiSSissippi had 
little voice in politics, those who could vote switched their sup-
port from the Republican to the Democratic Party in large numbers. 
This was apparent as early as 1932_ While the Negroes could have 
been joining the whites of the nation in their protest against 
the Republican policies ot the 1.201S, the former were, no doubt, 
also profoundly affeoted by the promises of political emancipation 
held out to them by the Norther,n Democrats, The following table 
illustrates these facts. 
Voting Statistics by Zelectee Counties 
in the Black Belt, 1932 
M1ssissiEEi Total Pop. Per Cent of Classification of Vote 
of OountI Negro POE_ Dan, ReE_ Others 
-
Coahoma 1J.6.32~ 7Z·4 1,612 62 ~ Holmes 38,5 ~;~ 1'1~9 42 Issaquena ~'7 1 9 1 .. Jefferson ,291 +~:i A53 22 ~ LeFlore 53,5ii> 1, 11 ~ Madison 35'1~ 78. 1,474 Noxubee 2$,$ 0 ~~:J 1,0$2 2 28 Tunica 21,233 513 8 
-
The New Deal Wing of the party took a friendly attitude 
towards the colored, and did whatever it could to limit or break 
down those restrictions which the southern states had placed upon 
their rights of economic opportunity and civil and polItical 
28Alilunas, 190 citing the MissIssippi Voting Statistics for 
1932 in a specified area. 
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equality. For example, when Mississippi tightened its poll tax 
requirements in 1938 as a means 01" continued disfranchisement, 
"President Roosevelt minced no words ••• in his emphatic and un-
qualified declaration that the poll tax exacted by the States as 
a qualification tor voting should be abolished" or greatly modi-
. "29 tied. • • • 
Heartened by administration friendship and support, the Negro 
leaders in Mississippi concluded that the complete emanoipation 01" 
the race would not come until after the right of participation in 
local politics had been 'Won. And the part,. of their choice _s 
now the Democratic Party. Consequently, they organized the Mis-
sissippi Negro Democratic Association and elected Percy Green its 
chiet executive~30 Through the etforts of this group, the colored 
vote was increased alxnost immedia tel,. from three hundred to twenty 
thousand. The fact that ninety-eight per cent 01" the votes cast 
iu M1ssiss1~pi in ,the elections or 1940 were Democratic demonstrat s 
the point that most eligible Negroes must have voted tor that par-
ty, slnce the white Republican vote nade up almost two per cent 
of the total,)l 
However, the white Democrats of the state did not let this 
threat to their supremacy whioh had appeared in 1932 go unohalle~ lei. 
29Raytord Logan, The Attitude of the Southern ~~te Press 
toward Nesre Sutfrase 1Wislilngton, ~'01'; lili. . 
30UNegro Leaders Set Up Demoorat Associat1on," Commercial 
ARPeal, Memphis, Tenn. (March 5, 1940), 5. 
3la.unnar Myrdal, !!l American DileImllS., I (New York, 1944>, 474 
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They again ti~fttened up all those devices used theretofore as 
means of disfranchisement, especially the poll tax.32 Concerning 
this requirement, they passed the Corrupt Practices Act of 1935 
which required the payment of the tax annuallz on or before Febru-
ary 1.33 Since many whites were adversely affected by this meas-
ure, it was amended on January, 1938 "so that two years poll tax 
might be paid in one in order to hold the privilege of voting."34 
It was in regard to this legislation that President Roosevelt made 
the statement referred to above. 
A powerful leader in state politics at this time and a deter-
mined foe of the Negro franchise was Theodore Bilbo. He was in 
public life for thr~e decades, and served two terms in the United 
states Senate, having' been first elected in 1934. Typical of his 
campaign assertions was the statement that "red-blooded Anglo-
Saxon men must use any means to keep Negroes from voting.' If you 
can't do it otherwise, visit their home the night betore e~ection. 
If you're arrested you'll be tried by a white judge." He later 
spoke to a reporter of this policy as "good diplomacy and good 
strategy to keep them ~he Negroe~ from voting."35 
In spite of Bilbo and others like him, the defenses which the 
32Logan, 44. 
33clarion-Ledger, Jackson (August 30, 1938), 3. 
J4Ibld. (January 26, 1938), 3 • 
• 
35Hugh Alvin Bone, ~merican Politics ~ ~ Party System 
(New York, 1949), 70$. 
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white Democrats of Mississippi had built against the Negro fran-
chise began to crumble. The election of 1932 and its aftermath 
had prepared the way for a new day throughout the entire nation 
for the colored man. Try as they might and aid, the whites oould 
hardly find adequate substitutes and means to prevent increasing 
numbers of Negroes from voting. The most serious reverse exper-
ienced by them in this regard was a Supreme Court deoision of 1944 
This deoision had been foreshadowed in 1941, when the Court de-
clared that Congress bad the "authority to regulate primary elec-
tions when ••• they were a step in the exercise by the people of 
their choioe of representatives in coqgresse"36 In 1940, Dr. Lon-
nie E. 8m! th, a Negro dentist of Texas, had sued an election of-
fioial of that state who refused to let him voto in the Democratio 
primary. The Court handed down a deciSion in 1944, in the case of 
Smith v. Allright, by an eight to one vote to the following effeot 
It may now be taken as a postulate that the right to "Vote 
in such a primary for the nomination ot candidates with-
out discrimination by the state, like the right to vote in 
a general eleotion, is a right secured by the Constitution. 
By the terms of the 15th Amendment that right may not be 
abridged by the state on account of race. Under our Con-
stitution the great privilege of the ballot may not be 
denied a man by the state because ot his color. The United 
States is a constitutional democracy. Its organic law 
grants to all citizens a right to participate in the choice 
of elected offioials without restriotion by any state be-
cause of race. 
36Jesse Parkh~ts Guzman, ed., A Reliew of Events AffectinS 
Negro ~, 1941-1946 (New York, 1947),' o. -
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This grant to the people of opportunity for choice is 
not to be nullified by a state through casting its' elec-
toral process in a torm which permits a private organiza-
tion to practice racial discrimination 10 the election. 
Constitutional rights would be of little value if they 
could thus be indirectly denied.37 
The reaction of most of the whites of the South to this deci-
sion can be summed up 1n the words of Oongressman John E. Ranld.n 
of MissisSippi who said, "One of my greatest fears has been real-
iZ8d ... 38 
As a result of this decision, voting by Negroes soon became 
general 1n the more liberal and urbanized sections of the South. 
However, Mississippi could hardly be classified as being either 
liberal or urban. Consequently, the local Democrats entered upon 
a renewed and more determined campaign to prevent the colored 
adults from exercising the franchise. 39 
When. in the state primaries of 1946. two or three thousand 
Negroes voted, this was interpreted as a direct consequence of the 
decision ot 1944. • A special session of the Je gislature was called 
early in 1947 to deal with this problem. In spite of the fact 
that same white natives argued that the threat of the Negro vote 
was not as portentous as it seemed. the legislators were alar.med.4( 
They passed new laws making ineligible to partiCipate in party 
• p 
37stetsan Kennedy, Southern ~posure (New York, 1946), 115 • 
.38Ibid. 
-
39none, 704. 
4~ey, 639. 
p~ima~ies those persons who were not "in accord with the statement 
of the principles of the party holding suCh primary, which princi-
ples shall have been declared not less than sixty days before the 
primary by the state exeoutive committee."41 In May, 1947 the 
State Democratic Committee met in Jackson to draw up this state-
ment of party principles. In part, it read as follows: 
We are opposed to ~7 legislation on the part of Congres8 
which attempts to usurp the right of the states to regulate 
and govern their internal affairs. 
We are opposed to the enactment by the Congress of the 
United States of a so-called anti-poll tax measure as being 
in violation of the rights of the states to fix the quali-
fications of electors and in violation ot the provisions of 
the Constitution of the United states. We favor the poll 
tax and are opposed to any atttmpt to abolish it, either by 
federal or state logislation.~ , 
In addition, the Committee ruled that a prospective voter in the 
primaries had to declare his dislike for proposed federal laws 
dealing with lynching, the poll tax, and fair employment legisla-
tion.43 
• 
This requirement was scheduled to be first applied in the 
gubernatorial primary of 1947. The leaders of the Mississippi 
progressive Voters' League, another of the Negro groups organized 
in the interest of the colored franchise, unde~vent some intellec-
tual discomfort in seeking a rational position on the question of 
swearing allegiance to these party principles. They finally 
41Ibid., 640. 
42Ibid. 
43simkins, 482. 
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advised their followers to deolare that " ••• we believe, as the 
party believes, in state's rights. We believe that suoh things 
as the FEPC. poll tax and lynching law should be left to the 
state."44 T. B. Wilson, Jackson Negro and League president, even 
went So far as to state that "I don't know what obstacles may be 
met at the polls, but our members are being advised to create no 
disturbance it their vote is challenged and they are turned away." ~ 
In only a tew instances in the 1947 primaries was the test 
applied. Pew Negroes registered, and of those who did, even fewer 
att8mpted to vote. Of those who did so, most replied satisfac-
torily if'they were questioned. Most election officials did not 
apply the test because at the paucity of the number of Negroes 
appearing at the polls. Those who appeared had been advised to 
do so individually so as not to arouse antagOnism.46 However, in 
some seattered instances, the test was applied, and it the would-
be voters answered unsatisfactorily, they were declare di$quali-
fied. For example, when in Pass Christian, a coastal community, 
two Negroes appeared at the polls they were subjected to the cat-
echism ot party orthodoxy as tollows: 
Q. How do you intend to vote, Demooratic or Republican? 
A. Democratic. 
Q. Do you believe in Communism or Fascism? 
44clarion Led6sr, Jackson, Miss. (August 5, 1947), 2. 
4~Ibid. 
I 
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A •. No. 
Q. Are you in favor of the F. E. P. 0.1 
A.. Yes. 
The judgment followed: "You boys are disqualified. "47 
And thus it is seen that a current, largely set in motion and 
supported· by the national Damocratic administration, was flowing 
in one directionl whereas another, consistently supported by Mid-
8issippi and numerous of her sister southern states, was running 
in another, insofar as the Negro franchise was concerned. A new 
move on the chess board by any branch 01" the federal government 
would be almost wholly negated by a counter-move by the southern 
state law-makers. In 1948, the MissisSippi legislators again 
returned to the attack when they took up the question of addition-
al means of distranchisement. Moral character and new educational 
tests were considered but voted down, for the requirement~ then in 
existence tor voting seemed ad&quatA~ The state Governor) Field-
ing L. Wright, seems correctly to have voiced the prevailing sen-
timent of the whites 01" Mississippi when, on May 9. 1948, he 
addressed the Negroes of the state as tollows: "It should be tar 
better tor you to place your trust in the innate, uncoerced sense 
of justice of the white people with Whom you live, moving through 
the slow but sure and steady processes 01" time, than to depend 
~.7Ibld. 
• • •• 
48Ibid., 642. 
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upon any artifioial program of oompulsion and foroe, as 1s now 
proposed by in~incere, distant people Who do not know you and who 
caxuLot oonoeivably have your real interests at heart."49 
This, then, was the situation in Mississippi as the presiden-
tial elections of 19.52 approached, inseifar as the Negro votel"'"s 
were conoerned. Out of a total population of 914,000 the largest 
of any southern stats, there ~ere ~nll 20,000 registered voters.50 
Some ot these remained Republioan; others were Democratic. The 
Republican Negroes were not aocepted by the state "Lily Whites;" 
but were reoognized by the National Republican Committee. More-
over, the only MiSSissippi Republioans seated upon the National 
Oommittee at that time were Negroes.51 Apparently, the party felt 
that all that was necessary to retain the support of the oolored 
voters ot the Northern urban centers was to give an oooasional 
commi ttee seat to their southern brethren. 
The picture was additionally confused for the Missisbippi 
Negro voter when the Republicans nominated Dwight D. Eisenhower 
for president. Many of the whites of the state, including the 
governor. in their revolt against "Trumanism," beoame Independent 
Democrats for Eisenhower. When Perry Howard, Negro Republican 
49Gov. Fielding L. Wright, "To the Negroes of Mississippi," 
~ ~taI?le Cotton Review, XXVI (JUne 1948), 3. 
5QJuzman, Negro Yearbook-!22, 307. 
5l sumnor , 16. 
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National Committeeman and electoral candidate, withdrew in favor 
of the Independent Democratic slate, he was Charged with having 
betrayed the party. As a result of this act and other develop. 
ments, Negro Republicanism was, at least for the time being, con-
_ sidered "dead" in the state of Mississippi.52 
And so, between 1892 and the election of 1952, the Negro po-
litical participant of Mississippi experienced continuous frustra-
tion. Under the impact of national policy and sympathetic state 
leadership, he did meet with some limited assistance and success. 
However, Reconstruction had lett scars too deep to be easily re-
moved. The consciousness of the necessity of white supremacy was 
still too firmly imbedded to make adjustment or compromise as y~t 
possible to any degree. Under these conditions, it is not sur-
prising to find that the number of colored voters in the state in 
1952 was so limited as to be negligible. This fact is illustrated 
by the map on the following page which indicates the numbQr or 
registered Negro voters by counties. 
52"negro Vote Wl1l Go Demooratic, tt Jaokson Dai1Z.!!2!!, (Octo 
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CHAPTER VIII 
conCLUSION 
The chief obstacle ~lich stood in the way of emancipation of 
the southern slave prior to 1865 was the problem of fitting him as 
a freeman. socially; economically and politically; into the south-
ern way of life. The Emancipation Proclamation of January 1, 1863 
did not immediately affect the atatusof the slaves in Mississippi 
for that state remained under the authority of the Confederacy un-
til just after Leets surrender at Appomattox Court House; April 9, 
1865. An attempt was not begun at a solution of the question of 
emancipation until after President Johnson initiated the processes 
ot restoration in the state; and urged its citizens to accept the 
xtesults of the war, the reality of emancipation, and the e;ranting 
of the franchise to the most intelligent of the freedmen. The 
whites of MissiSSippi did accept the fact that the slaves were now 
tree and approved the Thirteenth Amendment, as Johnson demanded, 
but refused to grant the right ~o vote to the Negro. 
In the meantime, the Radicals of Congress, enemies of Johnson 
were determined to overthrow the executive plan of restoration and 
substitute therefor their own harsh&neme of reconstruction. Afte~ 
their victory at the polls in 1866, they were able to go forward 
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with their plans, delayed, but not permanently obstructed, by the 
president. There then began a long struggle between the federal 
government and the native whites of Mississippi. The former was 
determined to bestow upon and protect the Negro in the possession 
of civil rights. and in order to enable him to protect himself in 
the retention of these rights, the right to vote. The latter was 
just as determined, in the interest of the maintenance of White 
supremacy and of Anglo-Saxon civilization. to prevent these things 
from being accomplished. This struggle took place, especially 
during the two periods trom 1867 to 1875, and tram 1932 to 1952. 
The triumphant Radicals enacted the Military Reconstruction 
Act on MarCh 2, 1867, and implemented it wlth tour supplementary 
acts during that and the .following year. In keeping with the pre-
visions ot the five, ten of the ex-Confederate states were placed 
under military rule and were militarily occupied. In each of the 
states, the Military Governor was directed to register a11 males 
or voting age, colored and loyal white. These were to elect dele-
gates to a convention, and the delegates were required to draw up 
a constitution providing for Negro suffrage. Furthermore, when 
the legislature under the new comtitution first met, it was re-
quired to ratify the resubmitted, originally rejected Fourteenth 
Amendment. Then, and only then, could the state be readmitted to 
the Union and occupation be tenninated. The Fourteenth Amendment 
contained both civil rights and conditional franchise provisions 
for the colored. Behind it lay the mixed motivation of 
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humanitarianism, revenge, and the desire to make of the South a 
permanent, Republioan bailiwiok. 
The Military Governor of Mississippi prooeeded to put these 
measures into effect in the state. Voters were registered, dele-
gates were elected, and a constitution was drawn up. However, 
when it was submitted to the electorate June 22, 1868, the white 
Democrats succeeded in defeating it. 
During succeeding months, the Republicans built up their 
strength 1n Mississippi. Carpetbaggers poured in, Scalawags came 
forward, and through the Freedmen's Bureau and Union League, they 
marshalled and solidified the Negro vote. On the last day of 
November and the first of December, 1869, the referendum was voted 
upon and an eleotion ot state officers was held. T:be white Demo-
crats abstained, the Republicans swept the state, and the Consti-
tution of 1868 went into effect. The newly eleoted legislature 
• 
ratified the Fourteenth Amendment. Accordingly, Mississippi was 
readmitted into the Union, February 23, 1870. 
During the early '70 t 8, Carpetbaggism was triumphant in the 
state. A small minority ot white Radicals remained in power 
through the support and manipulation of the Negro vote. However, 
the beginning of the end was approaohing. The national Democrats 
made electoral gains in 1870. Joined by the Liberal Republicans, 
they forced the Radicals to agree to a general amnesty act in 1872. 
The re-entranchised whites ot Mississippi called a convention in 
1875 and selected candidates for an election of state officers. 
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The "Mississippi Plantl was put into effect whereby, it a Negro 
voted, he must vote Democratic. Persuasion, threats and violence 
were used. In the fall elections the Democrats won, the following 
year the reconstruction government was overthrown, and Democratic 
White supremacy was reestablished. 
From 187S to 1890, the Negro in Mississippi continued to par-
ticipate in politics, but to an increasingly limited degree. Pri~ 
to 1875. his vote had been dictated by the Republican Carpetbagger 
after that it was dictated by the Democratic Bourbon. The Bour-
bons were the small white minority of aristocratic planters, in-
dustrialists, big merchants, bankers and railroad tycoons who con-
trolled southern politics after the overthrow of reconstruction, 
and still do to a limited degree. 
So long as the southern Yeomenry remained politically indif-
ferent. the Bourbons exercised their power through the control at 
the colored franchise. However, by degrees, the small whij;e farme 
began to resent the Negro as an economic competitor, realized that 
the Bourbons had gerrymandered the Yeomen out of a voioe in state 
government, and became aware of the Bourbons t use of the Negro 
vote. Consequently, the Yeomenry began demanding franchise reform 
What they really desired was the disfranchisement of the Negro. 
After agitating for several years, the Mississippi Yeomen 
finally sucoeeded in having a state constitutional convention 
oalled in 1890. The delegates drew up a new instrument of govern-
ment Which sucoessfully disfranchised the colored population 
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through residence requirements, the poll tax, literacy tests and 
disqllalification resulting from crimes committed. The Negro was 
thus reduced to a state of political and economic bondage. For 
the next forty years he occupied himself with trying to escape 
from ~hese bonds. 
Between 1890 and 1932, the Miss~sipp1 Negro co~ld not regis-
ter, vote or hold offioe, except in the most limited numbers. He 
remained Republican, but the "Lily_White" Republicans of the state 
disowned him. Moreover, an additional means of disfranchisement 
was devised when a law was enacted to the sf.fect that those not 
eligiblo to vote in primaries could not vote in regular elections. 
Since the state Democratic Party forbade the Negro to vote in its 
primaries, and since success in the Democratic primaries was tan-
tamount to selection in regular elections, the colored were even 
more successfully excluded from an effective franChise. 
In 1932 the New Deal, to be tollowed by the Fair Deal, came 
into being. Both cultivated the vote of the Negro and tried to 
guarantee his civil rights. It was not until 1944, however, that 
a dent was made in the \vall of dis.fr~~chisement in !~ssissippi. 
In that year, the United States Supreme Court handed down a deci-
sion to the effect that Negroes could not be excluded from voting 
in primaries. The whites of the state, however, reacted with their 
usual resourcefulness. Democratic party leaders ruled that no 
one could register and vote as a Democrat who did not take an oath 
to oppose lynching legislation, poll tax refor.m and F.E.P.C. 
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Charmed by Roosevelt, the Negroes desired to vote Democratic, but 
they could not take the oath and support those measures ror which 
Roosevelt, and later Truman, stood. Hence, few of them voted. 
In 1952, the terminating year for this study, out of a total 
population or 914.,000 Negroes in Mississippi" there were only 
20,000 registered voters. All of their efforts sinoe emancipation 
to win the permanent right to vote, as well as guaranteed civil 
rights, had amounted to practically nothing. The picture has 
Changed l1ttle since then. Whether or not current economic and 
social forces can alter the pattern remains to be seen. It will 
be interesting to observe, in years to come, whather or not ethi-
cal, moral and Christian convictions can change a deep-seated 
social structure in Uississippi and the South whiCh has endur$d 
and been successfully defended for centuries. 
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